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ABSTRACT 
During the last decade a gap has existed between the education offered by institutions 
of higher education in Latin America in the agricultural sciences and the concrete needs of 
farmers, potential employers and society. The graduates from colleges and universities in the 
region are not meeting the needs of agriculturally oriented national/international companies 
nor the demands from small fanners. 
The purpose of this stody was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
Ingenieros Agrdnomos with the Licenciatura degree as perceived by their potential 
employers in the agriculture sector, namely private businesses, government and non­
government agencies, and international development institution in Costa Rica. 
A secondary purpose of the study was to provide information to the agricultural 
colleges and universities of Costa Rica regarding the desired exit profile of their graduates. 
An additional purpose of this study was to develop a valid and reliable instrument 
which may serve as the basis for further research in other coxmtries represented by the 
EARTH College population. 
This was a descriptive research study which used the survey approach. The 
population of the study was comprised of entities (i.e., organizations, agencies, institutions, 
companies, and associations) that work in the agricultural sector in Costa Rica and are 
potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. Since a comprehensive list of all 
potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica was not available it was necessary to 
obtain this information through a variety of sources. Two questionnaires were sent to each of 
xi 
149 valid entities in the population. A total of 148 (49.5%) usable questionnaires were 
returned. Field research for this study was carried out between November 1994, and July 
1995. 
The data obtained provided a detailed description of the skills an agriculturalist must 
possess, and the profile he/she must exhibit upon graduation firom an institution of higher 
education, as perceived by potential employers. The results indicated that there are areas that 
are considered more important than others. The desired profile of the agriculturalist when 
hired is of that of a geneiaUst with good communications and interpersonal sk-ilk who must 
be skilled in production as well as post-harvest management, and have soimd management 
skills and an interest in technology. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Costa Rica, officially the Republic of Costa Rica, is located in Central America in a 
narrow strip between Panama and Nicaragua. Costa Rica is the second smallest country in 
Central America, covering an area of 19,730 square miles, the equivalent to 51,100 sqxiare 
kilometers (km). Although it could be compared in size with the state of West Virginia in the 
United States, Costa Rica is a little smaller. Costa Rica is bounded on the northeastern 
coastline by the Caribbean Sea, on the southeast by Panama, and along its 630 mile 
southwestern coastline, by the Pacific Ocean. 
Costa Rica has a mountain range that extends from the northwest to the southeast, in 
effect forming a backbone down the length of the country of almost 3,000 square kilometers. 
This mountain range forms three plateaus: the Guanacaste, Central, and Talamanca. The 
majority of Costa Rica's population lives in the Central plateau region in which the capital 
city of San Jose may be found. This large metropolitan area is home to 60 percent of Costa 
Rica's total population {WorldAlmanac, 1993). 
The lush eastem lowlands with its Caribbean beaches are where the tropical rainforest 
is concentrated. Costa Rica receives between 180 and 200 inches (4.500 and 5.000 mm) 
average annual rainfall in its heavily forested lowland areas along the Caribbean and in the 
southwest along the Pacific coastline. The averse temperature of this moist region is 77° F 
(25° C). 
The Nicoya peninsula, home to the Guanacaste province, is located in the 
northwestern Pacific region of Costa Rica. With an average annual rainfall of 75 inches, this 
area is primarily made up of grassland much like the savana regions of Afiica. The heavily 
populated Central Plateau is cooler than the other areas in Costa Rica with an average 
temperature of 60° F (15° C) (WorldAlmanac, 1993). 
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Costa Rica is a mountainous country which contains an abundance of volcanic 
craters. Based on information reported by Sheck (1991), there are 112 craters, including the 
two located on Cocos Island. These craters range from extinct to dormant to active. Costa 
Ricans are accustomed to sharing their country with these numerous volcanoes as volcanic 
activity is frequent. 
Even though Costa Rica is a relatively small country it has a greater variety of plants, 
game animals, reptiles and mammals, than in most any other country Lq the Westem 
hemisphere. Unfortunately, a great part of natural rainforests were destroyed before the 
country established its current system protecting public areas. In 1996, national parks and 
other protected areas account for almost 25% of the total land of Costa Rica (Ramirez Solera 
y Maldonado Ulloa, 1993). Costa Rica is renowned for its stringent policies with regard to 
deforestation and the protection of biodiversity. 
According to projections made by the World Almanac (1993), the population of Costa 
Rica in 1991 was 3.1 million persons. This population results in a population density of 
approximately 158 persons per square mile. This land to population ratio is considered to be 
high and may be a potential source of problems for the country. However, the high education 
level of the population helps to counteract the potentially negative effects of this ratio. Costa 
Rica is one of the few, if not the only Central American country, that has a high literacy rate. 
The literacy rate is over 90 percent. It is considered also one of the best rates among Latin-
American countries (Rachowieck, 1991). 
As with other countries in Latin American, Costa Rica is experiencing a migration of 
people from the rural to the urban areas. This urban migration trend is a constraint to the 
economy of the country. Several areas are strongly affected by this situation. One area that 
has felt the greatest impact is the public education system. Severe pressures have been 
placed on all educational resources, particularly on facilities and materials {South America, 
Central America and the Caribbean, 1991). 
Regarding Costa Rica's educational system, the Political Constitution established that 
basic education is compulsory and free; provided by the federal government. An additional 
educational mandate for the government is the requirement to provide scholarships to those 
who cannot afford to pay for higher education. 
The educational system in Costa Rica covers two sectors: a formal sector, and parallel 
systems. The formal sector covers four levels: (1) kindergarten that covers at least one year; 
(b) basic education that covers nine years and is divided into three cycles; (c) diversified 
education which covers a series of options that have a duration of between two and three 
years; and (d) higher education in which the duration varies according to the area studied and 
the degree(s) earned. The parallel system is geared to adults and it covers areas such as 
agriculture, culture, sports, sex and family education (Guier, 1984). 
Costa Rica's economic system is based on agriculture, even though according to 
Rachowiecki (1991), until the middle of the 19th century Costa Rica was a very poor country 
that had a subsistence agricultural system. This situation changed for the country when crops 
such as coffee, bananas and sugar cane provided the alternative of exporting these products 
and improving the economy of the country. Beef was also a commodity which was added as 
an export item. Technology in both refrigeration and in transportation played a key role in 
the transition of Costa Rica's economy as it allowed for the exportation of these items. 
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According to the Countries of the World and their Leaders Yearbook (1991), 32% of 
the population of Costa Rica work in agriculture. The publication, Desarrollo 
Socioecondmico y el Ambiente Natural de Costa Rica, Situacion Actual y Perspecrivas 
(1991), establishes a linkage between agriculture and industry. According to the Almanaque 
mundial 1998 (i.e.. World almanac), agriculture and industry contributed to 41% of the gross 
national product (GNP) of Costa Rica, of which agriculture's share was 36.6%. 
According to Guier (1984), Costa Rica is fundamentally an agricultural country, 
which is a strong reason why agricultural education is an area with great importance in the 
educational system in Costa Rica. This is especially true in those areas of the country where 
income is based primarily on agricultural production. The fact that education in agriculture is 
included in the basic education programs at the primary level, at the high school level, and at 
the higher educational level, is a testimony to its importance in this largely agrarian based 
economy. 
In Costa Rica the Universidad de Costa Rica (UCR), Universidad Nacional 
Autdnoma (UNA), Institute Tecnologico de Costa Rica (ITCR), Escuela Centroamericana de 
Ganaderia (ECAG), Escuela de Agricultura de la Region Tropical Humeda (EARTH), 
Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia (UNED), and el Institute Nacional de 
Aprendizaje (INA) teach agriculture and issue degrees in this area. 
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Purpose and Objectives of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
Ingenieros Agrdnomos with the Licenciatura title as perceived by potential employers in 
agricultural related businesses, goverrmiental and non-govemmental agencies as well as the 
international development sector of Costa Rica. For the purposes of this study Ingenieros 
Agrdnomos with the Licenciatura will be referred to as an agriculturalist A secondary 
purpose of the study was to provide information on the needs of the agricultural sector and 
related industries with regard to the desired graduation profile of an agronomist. This 
information will be used by the EARTH College to make appropriate decisions regarding 
potential curriculum revisions. 
An additional purpose of this study was to develop a valid and reliable instrument 
which may serve as the basis for further research in other countries represented by the 
EARTH College student population. A list of countries represented by students at the 
EARTH College are found in Appendix A. 
The objectives of this study were fivefold: 
1. Identify technical skills required for employment in the agricultural sector as 
perceived by the individuals, businesses, and organizations which are considered to 
be potential employers of agrictilturalists in Costa Rica. 
2. Identify knowledge required for employment in the agricultural sector as perceived by 
the individuals, businesses, and organizations which are considered to be potential 
employers of agriculturalist in Costa Rica. 
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3. Identify specific informatioii regarding skills and knowledge perceived as important 
by potential employers of EARTH graduates to be used in the College's on-going 
general curriculum review. 
4. Identify information that will reflect specific areas of perceived importance in the 
agricultural sector of Costa Rica in order for the College administrators to identify 
subject specialty areas as senior year elective courses. 
5.- Determine and verify the instrument validity in order to replicate this smdy in other 
countries in Latin America from which the EARTH College has smdents represented. 
Need for the Study 
A recent study conducted by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) and the Latin American Association for Higher Agricultural Education 
(ALEAS) stated there is a wide-spread difference between the education which is offered by 
institutions of higher education in Latin America in the agricultural sciences and the concrete 
needs of farmers (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). This is particularly true when it comes to the 
needs of small farmers. In the publication, Educacion agricola superior en America Latina: 
Sus problemas y desqfios, (FAO & ALEAS, 1991), the authors state that colleges and 
universities are not meeting the needs of national and international companies which hire 
young professionals graduating from agricultural educational centers. 
The FAO and ALEAS studies suggest that the job market requires professionals with 
an educational backgrotmd which would enable them to be entrepreneurs or independent 
business men and women. It is also highly desired that agricultural college graduates be 
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qualified to work for private companies. In addition, gradxiates should possess the 
knowledge that would provide them with the skills necessary to assure an effective job 
performance in institutions that provide services, as well as those that have to deal with other 
areas in the agricultural sector such as cooperatives, etc. (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). 
Nagel (1992) states in his publication, Educacion de adultos, agricultura y desarrollo 
rural, los Nuevos desqfios, that education plays a key role in economic and agricultural 
development in Latin America It is Nagel's belief that education must be appropriate to the 
reality of the working environment. This is critical when designing strategies to help develop 
rural areas of Latin America. 
Schneider and Suter (1989) discussed the desirable skills and attributes of entry-level 
employees and their relative importance for success in business as perceived by agricultural 
sector leaders in Australia, Canada and the United States. They concluded that, "'the relative 
importance of various skills and attributes with respect to the general success of an employee 
were similar across the three countries" (p. 37). 
Agricultural sector curricula in instimnons of higher learning must include 
educational activities which develop interpersonal and communication skills. These skills, in 
turn, must be integrated with high-quality courses in business and economics. Technical 
skills, although important, must be carefiilly matched to smdents who want to work in 
specific industries (Schnider & Suter, 1989). 
Sledge (1989), in his article "Catalyst for changing future globalized curricula in the 
food and agricultural sciences for the 21century," states: "Institutions of higher education 
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must directly face the responsibility for developing human expertise for the food and 
agricultural sciences, including the natural resources, for the 21st century" (p. 97). 
When considering the development of human expertise, it is imperative that social 
needs are considered in determining the basis for curricula development (FAO & ALEAS, 
1991). Society requires and demands that the future graduates respond in an effective way to 
real agricultural problems that farmers from different backgrounds confront on a daily basis. 
These requirements and demands are not only focused on opportunities for employment, but 
also on societal needs (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). 
It is the responsibility of universities and colleges preparing future agronomists to 
define these social demands and requirements through critical assessment. The focus of such 
a smdy should be on program requirements and needs which would enable future graduates 
to integrate professionally. Such integration woiild not only benefit the graduates, but also 
the farmers and the local communities (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). 
It was found that there has not been a national study conducted in Costa Rica by any 
of the institutions of higher education or any other related institution in the last 10 years that 
focuses on the market for graduates as agriculturalists. A review of available information 
was conducted among the universities in the country. In addition, officials from the National 
Council of Deans of Costa Rican Universities and from the National Association of 
Ingenieros Agronomos of Costa Rica, were interviewed. They indicated that there were no 
studies regarding these issues in the area of agriculture. 
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Background 
The economy throughout Latin America is, for the most part, based upon agricultural 
activities. Costa Rica is not different from the rest of Latin American countries. The 
agricultural sector of the Costa Rican economy is still of primary importance as it provided 
jobs to 28% of the work force and contributed to 18.4% of the gross national product in 1989. 
A good example of this importance is that it is reported that 22% of Costa Rica's land area is 
given over to crops, 36% to pasture and 40% is forested. The main problems in the 
agricultural sector in Costa Rica are centered around poor infrastructure and the downsizing 
of total public investment agriculture from 16% in 1975 to approximately 10% in 1980. .An 
additional factor is the falling world prices for the main export crops {South America, Central 
America and the Caribbean, 1991). 
A factor that has a great influence over Latin American agriculture is the variation in 
the climate among the various countries of the region. While the humid tropics represent a 
small percentage of the land in the region, but as the home to a variety of unique and often 
endangered plant and animal life, this relatively small amoimt of land is quite significant 
(EARTH video, 1993). Costa Rica, a small country that covers less than three ten-
thousandths of the earth's surface is home to 5% of all the plant and animal species known to 
exist. There are species still being discovered in the country's rich mix of tropical habitat 
(Sheck, 1991). 
The agricultural practices which are utilized in many countries often contribute to the 
degradation of the tropical soils, forest and native species (French, 1993). An example of this 
fact is clear when it is considered that the forest has been the natural cover for tropical land 
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for as long as about two million years. However, with commercial logging and the clearing 
of land for agriculture and setdement, one third of the total land area in Costa Rica may still 
be considered to be forested, much of which lies in protected areas such as national parks. 
While reforestation projects on already cleared lands are essential—erosion control and 
watershed protection alone merit the effort—^they are not going to duplicate what has been 
lost(Sheck, 1991). 
On the other hand, universities have not been preparing agriculturalists to offer 
alternatives to these problems which are often caused by agriculture. There is a need to 
adjust the agricultural higher education system to give innovative answers to these immediate 
problems (FAO & ALE AS, 1991). 
In the late 1980's, a study was commissioned by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation to 
study general educational needs of Latin America. It was determined that there is a strong 
need for a Pan American College which focuses exclusively on the sustainable management 
of the agricultural and natural resources of the humid tropic region. The United States 
Agency for International Development (USADD) adopted the recommendation and agreed to 
provide fimding for such an instimtion. In 1989, construction began for the Escuela de 
Agricultura de la Region Tropical Humeda (Agricultural College of the Himiid Tropic 
Region), better known by its Spanish acronym, EARTH (USAGD, 1985; US AID/Fiduciaria 
de Educacion Agricola del Atldntico, S.A., 1987). 
EARTH College began classes in March, 1990, with a four year curriculum that 
employs a "leam-by-doing" philosophy (EARTH, 1992 p. 13). As part of the mandate which 
created EARTH, 30% of all educational activities must be conducted in a experiential 
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learning environment, generally in a laboratory or field setting. The mission statement of 
EARTH focvises on the preparation of youth from throughout Latin America in sustainable 
agricultural practices with an entrepreneurial perspective. 
To be able to achieve this mandate, EARTH College has developed a curriculum that 
has the following integrated elements: 
1. At the end of the first year of study, students should be able to develop basic concepts 
and abilities towards natural resources and sustainable agriculture at the 
farm/enterprise level. They should also have acquired a global vision of agriculture, 
resources, social and economic factors, with special emphasis on the humid tropics. 
Another objective of the plan of smdies of this first year is to develop intellectual 
abilities and emphasize manual and mechanical skills. 
2. At the end of the second year, students should have an in-depth knowledge of natural 
resources and sustainable agriculture of the humid tropics and be able to manage a 
farm/enterprise in a sustainable manner. 
3. At the end of the third year, students should be able to apply knowledge and skills 
regarding natural resource management, sustainable agriculture related to the 
farm/enterprise among communities in the humid tropics in Latin America. They 
must be able to interact with farmers, rural family and the community. In addition, 
they must have an understanding of processes that take place among communities, 
families and the region, starting with production systems and extending to post-
harvest management and a comprehension of consumer preferences. 
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4. At the end of the fourth and last year of study at the EARTH College, the students 
should be able to demonstrate their professional abilities including analysis, synthesis, 
critical and creative thinking in problem resolution. Also they should be able to use 
these same abilities to provide alternatives and solutions in sustainable agriculture, 
natural resource management for both the agro-industry and for the rural 
communities. 
At the end of the four year plan of study, which includes 220 credit hours, the 
students receive the degree of Ingeniero Agronomo with the title of Licenciatura and are 
expected to return to their countries of origin. The degree of Ingeniero Agronomo with the 
title of Licenciatura, based upon the European system of education, is considered to be 
superior to a Bachelor of Science degree (French, 1993). For the purpose of this study, the 
Ingeniero Agronomo with the title of Licenciatura, will be called Agriculturalist. 
It is important to note the EARTH College recently graduated its first class in 
December 1993, and is now completing the sixth year of instruction. With a commitment to 
continuous evaluation and improvement, the EARTH College maintains a continuous dialog 
with regard to the teaching and instruction that occurs. As such, the administrators and 
faculty are aware of the changing needs of not only the communities, but also of the 
agricultural businesses and industries. This study provided needed information with regard 
to the perceptions of those who will be the fiiture employers of EARTH graduates in Costa 
Rica. Therefore, this study is timely and very much needed. 
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Implications and Significance of the Study 
Alfaro (1993) mentions in his docmnent, Elementos para la elaboracion de un 
proyecto curricular universitario, that due to the fact the universities are autonomous or self-
governing, change does not frequently occur. Even though these changes do not often occur, 
new universities with non-traditional philosophies and which vary in their curriculum from 
traditional universities, have begun to appear with a non-traditional curriculum. These same 
non-traditional institutions tend to fall into the same philosophy and patterns of the 
traditional universities as time passes. This is especially true if there is no evaluation of their 
activities, programs, content and how it is being taught in relation to the needs and 
expectations of potential employers (Alfaro, 1993). 
FAO and ALE AS (1991), have reported in their document, Educacion superior en 
America Latina: Sus problemas y desqfios, that there is a gap between the educational 
offerings and society's demand. Universities too often educate and graduate agriculturalists 
based on the institution's perceptions of what is needed and not based the real and concrete 
needs of farmers and of those institutions that may potentially hire graduates. 
This study was based upon both the lack of reliable information regarding the desired 
graduation qualifications of agronomists in Costa Rica and the need for this same 
information. As has been stated, the purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge 
and skills needed by agriculturalists, as perceived by potential employers in agriculturally 
related companies and institutions. In addition, the study provided the faculty and 
administration of the EARTH College with critical information that may contribute to the 
curriculum review process in order to ensure that graduates possess the knowledge and skills 
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desired by potential employers. The results of this study may also contribute to reduce the 
gap mentioned in the study conducted by FAO and ALEAS (1991). Finally, it may also 
provide higher education institutions in Costa Rica with a basis to evaluate and to decide the 
future trends of agriculturally related programs and their content. 
Operational Definitions 
ALEAS: Latin American Association for Higher Agricultural Education 
Administrative Position: A position in which the individual directly represents the 
administration of the company, institution, organization. The individual in this position is 
part of the decision making process based on policies and regulations established by his/her 
employer. 
Agricultural Sector: The group of companies, institutions, private organizations, 
govermnental and non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) that are involved in any related 
agricultural activity. Independent farmers are also included in this sector. 
Agriculturist: For the purpose of this study, the term agriculturalist has the same meaning as 
Ingeniero Agronomo with the title of licenciatura. This is a professional with an agricultural 
degree which took four to five years to complete the program of an agricultural college or 
university. 
Bachelor's Degree from an Agricultural High School: A degree obtained at the end of a five 
year program of study firom an agricultural high school. Most of these high schools in Costa 
Rica are located in rural areas. They are designed to provide a program of study to attract 
high school students fi:om rural areas and help prevent them firom migrating to urban areas of 
the country. The plan of study is designed to provide practical hands-on experience, allowing 
graduates to be able to find employment on farms and in companies in surrounding areas or 
to successfully manage their own farms. 
Bachelor's Degree in Agriculture from a University: This degree is obtained after 
successfully completing four years of study at one of the four universities in Costa Rica. To 
obtain this degree, it is not necessary to write a thesis. This degree is not the equivalent to a 
Licenciatura degree, which requires 5 years of study. 
CONARE, Consejo Nacional de Rectores: Translated from Spanish, this means The Dean's 
National Coxmcil. This institution was formed in 1974. In 1982, CONARE became the 
entity that oversees higher education throughout Costa Rica. CONARE is a commission 
formed by the Deans of all Land Grant Institutions of higher education. In addition, 
CONARE includes a representative of the Ministry of Public Education, the president of the 
Higher Education Planning Office as well as a student representative. 
Colegio de Ingenieros Agronomos: A professional association for agriculturalists in Costa 
Rica. The Colegio is a public entity that joins together all the agriculture professionals. 
Among its primary objectives are: (1) promote the development of agricultural sciences; (2) 
promote unity, professional, social, cultural, and economic development among its members; 
(3) ensure the profession wiU be practiced with legal norms; (4) provide advice regarding 
agricultural sciences and rural development to any public entity requesting assistance; and (5) 
cooperate with higher education institutions in the development of agriculture curricula. 
EARTH College - Escuela de Agricultura de la Region Tropical Humeda (School of 
Agricultural of the Region Tropical Humid, termed EARTH College in Spanish) 
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Entities: All public, private and governmental organizations, companies, institutions, 
agencies, associations, cooperatives; and others that work in the agricultural sector and are 
considered potential employers of individuals with a degree in agricultural sciences and 
related areas, which have been previously defined as agriculturalists. 
FAO - Food and Agriculture Organization of the United States 
Governmental Institutions: All institutions that are part of the government of Costa Rica. 
These may include agencies which are part of a Ministry, such as the Ministry of Agriculture. 
The policies and regulations under which these institutions operate come directly from the 
government 
Ingeniero Agrdnomo: This title is obtained from higher education agricultural institutions, 
recognized by the Costa Rican Ministry of Education and CONARE after successfully 
completing a prescribed plan of study. The degree of Ingeniero Agronomo may be conferred 
with or without the title of Licenciatua. 
Licenciatura: This degree, compared to the North American system, is considered to be a 
higher degree than a Bachelor's degree and less than a Master's degree. To obtain a 
licenciatura degree the student must successfully complete an established course of smdy and 
a graduation project which is similar to a thesis. 
Non-Govemmental Organizations (NGOs): Those organizations that are non-profit 
organizations and are international organizations. This category also includes non-profit 
institutions that are fimded with international money 
Non-traditional crops: Crops that are produced exclusively for export. 
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Private business: Businesses funded with private fiinds and not directly related to the 
government. Business decisions are made based on policies and regulations of the business 
itself. 
Private sector: This is the group of companies, instimtions. and organizations which are not 
related to the government. Their activities are generally for profit for the owner or owners of 
the companies, institutions and organizations. 
Technical degree from a university: Roughly, the equivalent of a 2 - 3 year degree from a 
United States Community College. 
Technical degree from an agriculture high school: After completing the five year program at 
an agricultural high school, there is an option of going through a sixth year and obtaining a 
technical degree in agriculture. 
Technical position: An employment position that places an individual directly in contact 
with field activities. These activities could be among crops, animals, people, equipment 
and/or the enviroimient. 
Traditional crops: Crops that are primarily produced for constimption in the country and are 
not produced to be exported. 
USAID - United States Agency for International Development 
Summary 
Agriculture in Costa Rica represents 28% of the work force {South America, Central 
America and the Caribbean, 1991), and it also contributes 36.6% of the gross national 
product (GNP) of the country {Almanaque mundial, 1998). There is a gap between perceived 
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needs in Latin American higher education, and what is perceived at higher education 
agricultural institutions, as needed by farmers, companies, institutions, agricultural society, 
and real needs as perceived by these entities (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). There have been no 
studies conducted in recent years that identify what the specific employee needs in Costa 
Rica are as perceived by the potential employers of future agriculturalists. 
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CHAPTER n. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The main purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
Ingenieros Agronomos with the Licenciatura title, referred to as "Agriculturist", as perceived 
by potential employers in ^jiculturally related businesses, governmental and, non­
governmental agencies as well as the intemational development sector in the Central 
American country of Costa Rica A secondary purpose of the study was to identify specific 
knowledge and skills that potential employers desire graduates to possess. This information 
will be used by the EARTH College in the curriculum review process. 
An additional purpose of this study was to develop a valid and reliable instrument that 
may serve as the basis for further research in other countries represented by the EARTH 
College student population. As of 1996, students firom over 20 countries have studied at the 
EARTH College. 
Population 
In 1988, Costa Rica had a population of 2.7 million with a density ratio of 143.49 
persons per square mile (Countries of the world and their leaders yearbook, 1991). The 
World Almanac (1993) gave a population and density ratio estimate of 3.1 million and 158 
persons per square mile for 1991. The average annual population growth rate for Costa Rica 
in 1987 was 2.6%. Rachowiecki (1991) summarized the population distribution in Costa 
Rica, saying that just over 50% of the population were males. About 60% lived on the 
plateau. The literacy rate of Costa Rica is over 90%, which is considered to be among the 
highest in Latin America. 
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Rachowiecki (1991) presented the population of the country by provinces: 
San Jose 1,068,206 
Alajuela 519,351 
Cartago 328,259 
Heredia 235,700 
Guanacaste 234,962 
Puntarenas 326,163 
Limon 209,731 
To give a better idea of the population density, Rachowiecki (1991) compared Costa Rica's 
population density with that of the United iCingdom and the United States. The population 
density of Costa Rica is 25% of the population density of the United Kingdom, but more than 
twice as high as the United States. A map of Costa Rica is found in Appendix B. 
Based upon data provided by the World Almanac (1993) and Countries of the World 
and their Leaders Yearbook (1991), percentages on age distribution is presented in Table 1. 
Life expectancy for men is 67.5 years of age and for women it is 71.9 years. The birth rate is 
27 per 1,000 and the death rate is 4 per 1,000 {Countries of the world and their leaders 
yearbook, 1991). 
Table 1. Age distribution in Costa Rica 
Age group Percent 
Oto 14 36.0 
15 to 49 57.4 
50 and above 6.4 
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Rachowiecki (1991) described the Costa Rican population as mostly white, less than 
2 percent are black. Most of the blacks live in the province of Limon, on the Eastern or 
Caribbean side of the country. TTie ancestry of the black population in Costa Rica may be 
traced back to the early days of slavery, or to the immigration of the labor forces from 
Jamaica to work on the construction of the railroad and in the banana plantations in the late 
1800s. Rachowiecki also mentioned there is a small number of Indians remaining in the 
country, less than 1%. Among these tribes are the Bribris from the Talamanca area and the 
Borucas in the southem Pacific coastal area. 
The official language in Costa Rica is Spanish, but as mentioned previously, there are 
three distinct langu^e groups in Costa Rica: Blacks that speak Spanish with an English 
dialect from Jamaica; Indians that speak Bribri, and Spanish (Countries of the world and 
their leaders yearbook, 1991). 
Costa Rica's urban population grew from 460,000 to 760,000 during the period of 
1963 to 1973. Since that time there has been a decline in the population growth rate (Denton, 
1985). Even though the population growth has experienced a decline, there is still migration 
from the rural areas to the urban centers. This migration pattern is clear in the 1991 
Statistical Survey presented in the publication South America, Central America and the 
Caribbean (1991), which reports that the urban population of Costa Rica is 790,853. There 
are also comments on the problems this migration presents to the country. This situation is 
especially problematic to those either seeking employment in urban areas or for those 
charged with making decisions for the national economy. Additionally problems stemming 
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from the growth of the urban population is severe becaiase it places pressure on the urban 
educational facilities. 
Officially, education is free, and elementary education is compulsory between six and 
thirteen years of age. Official secondary education is free but not compulsory and consists of 
a three-year basic set of courses, followed by a more highly specialized two year program. 
Attendance figures are very high. In 1987 an estimated 95% of the children age six to eleven 
were enrolled at primary schools, while 70% of those between age twelve and sixteen 
received secondary education. There are four universities in Costa Rica which are roughly 
equivalent to the United States Land Grant University system. One of these instimtions 
UNED, is the "distance university". Costa Rica has several private universities, but none 
except EARTH College offer the degree of Agriculturists {South America Central America 
and the Caribbean, 1991; CRESLAC-UNESCO, 1989). 
Regarding the educational system, Denton (1985) presented statistics from 1982, 
where he mentioned that there were approximately 35,000 university smdents registered in 
the country's universities. Fifty-five percent of Costa Ricans under thirty are high school 
graduates. University graduates account for 7% of the total adult population. With regards 
to education, the main point Denton presented is that 60% of the university graduates major 
in either liberal arts, law, or social sciences, yet Costa Rica is still primarily an agricultural 
country and its economy is based on agriculture production. 
In comparison to the region of Central America, the standard of Uving in Costa Rica 
is second only to that of Panama. Economic indicators demonstrate Costa Rica entered the 
1990s with increasingly strong non-traditional export commodities such as ornamental plants 
and flowers, textiles, and electric components. These non-traditional exports and the 
associated industries are beginning to rival the traditional four exports: coffee, bananas, beef 
and sugar (Rachowiecki 1991). 
Economic and Political Situation 
According to RachoAviecki (1991), until the middle of the 19th century, Costa Rica 
was a very poor country with an economy based on subsistence agriculture. This situation 
changed when coffee, bananas, sugar, and beef provided products suitable for export. 
Today, these four commodities generate the major portion of the country's foreign income. 
In recent years tourism has become one of the major income generators for the country. 
Of the 2.7 million people that live in Costa Rica, 32% work in agriculture, 25% work 
in industry and commerce, 38% in services and government, and 5% in banking and finance 
{Countries of the world and their leaders year book, 1991). 
Historically the combination of agriculture and industry has played an important role 
in the formation of the Gross National Product (GNP). During 1975 to 1985, agriculture and 
industry contributed to more than 40% of the GNP. Of this 40%, 36.6% came directly firom 
agriculture and industries related to agricultural production. The other sector of Costa Rica's 
economy which is competing with agriculture and related industry is tourism. If the income 
of the four principal agricultural products (coffee, bananas, meat and sugar) is compared to 
the income produced by tourism during the period firom 1980 through 1983, it would be 
found that coffee is in first place, bananas in second, and tourism in third place as income 
generators. Following toiarism one finds meat and sugar {Desarrollo socioeconomico y el 
ambiente natural de Costa Rica, situacion actualy perspectivas, 1991). 
The following figures for the five major sources of foreign currency were given by 
the Central Bank of Costa Rica (1985). They represent the average export income produced 
for the period of 1980-1985: 
Coffee US$ 341.8 million 
Bananas US$ 235.2 million 
Tourism US$ 144.6 million 
Beef US$ 60.8 million 
Sugar US$ 15.3 million 
Solera and Ulloa (1988) in Desarrollo socioeconomico y el ambiente natural de 
Costa Rica, situacion actual y perspectvva mentions there is a strong connection between 
agriculture and industry. This connection is reflected by the fact that 50% of the added value 
from industries comes directly from the agriculture sector. They also mention the industry in 
Costa Rica began when coffee, bananas, sugar and cocoa were industrialized for exportation 
purposes. Other products produced in Costa Rica with a potential to be exported, are com, 
rice, sorghum, poultry, fiiiits and legumes, tobacco, beans, dairy products, and animal feed. 
For the most part, these commodities are not exported and are consumed by the national 
population. In the animal production area there are also products with the potential for 
industrialization. Among the principal products are processing meats (poultry, swine, beef), 
milk, animal blood and bones for animal feed, and processed hides for shoes and other 
articles {Fundacion neotropica, 1988). 
Based on the fact the tourism industry has expanded to become the third largest 
source of income in Costa Rica since 1979, the country has recognized the importance of 
tourism and has established an outstanding system of parks and reserves. The natural 
resources of Costa Rica are receiving worldwide attention, which has caused the tourism 
industry to promote nature tourism or what is referred to as ecotourism (Boo, 1990). 
Costa Rica, as with the rest of Central America, went through an economic crisis that, 
according to an analysis conducted by Solero and Ulloa (1988), was caused by an 
inappropriate development model used by the country. This model was based on the fact that 
during 1950 to 1961, the covmtry had an economy based exclusively on agriculture. With 
regard to export agriculture, there was little crop diversity. Bananas and coffee were the 
principal export crops, thus limiting their market. Based on this the only market available for 
the country were those interested in these two crops {Fundacion neotropica, 1988). During 
this same time period, the government of Costa Rica was placing less emphasis on the 
agricultural sector and more attention to the construction of infrastructure such as electricity, 
water supply systems, airports, roads, telecommimication systems, etc. 
One of the main driving forces of the Central American economy during the time 
period of 1950 to 1960's, was the Central American Common Market (CACM). This 
organization which is based upon the active membership of each Central American country, 
largely dictated the economic polices at the time. Costa Rica was a strong member of the 
Central America Common Market. However, during the 1960's the CACM began to lose 
importance in the region. In addition to this, there were other external factors which had an 
influence on the Costa Rican economic crisis. These factors were: 
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1. the international price of petroleum increased; 
2. the political and economic problems in Central America, related to this the stagnation 
of the Central America Common Market; 
3. the low added value of agricultural products; 
4. the increase of production costs with fewer possibilities for external resources; 
5. a change in monetary policies creating higher interest rates; and 
6. the economical recession of the 1980s. (Solero & Ulloa, 1988) 
All these factors greatly influenced the Costa Rican economic crisis of the 1980's and 
generated new problems, such as: stagnation in national production; high unemployment 
rates; instability in public finances; inflation; the devaluation of the currency; and the 
increasing external debt. In 1983, the coimtry began the process of confronting these 
problems and trying to find alternatives for change. The influence and role of the 
government in the agricultural production system was reduced and the level of production 
was reactivated to its current level (Solero & UUoa, 1988). 
Costa Rica is a democratic repubhc with a strong system of checks and balances. The 
president and 57 Legislative Assembly deputies are elected for four year terms. A 
constitutional amendment approved in 1969 limits both the president and the deputies to one 
term, although a deputy may be retumed to the assembly after sitting out at least one term 
(Countries of the world and their leaders yearbook, 1991). The current president, Jose Maria 
Figueres, assumed office in February, 1994 {The world today series: Latin America, 1994). 
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Agricultural Sector of Costa Rica 
The agricultural sector of the economy is still of primary importance, due to the fact 
that in 1989 it provided jobs to 28% of the work force and contributed to 18.4% of the gross 
national product A good example of the importance of agriculture to the Costa Rican 
economy is the fact that 22% of land area is given over to crops, 36% to pasture and 40% is 
forested. The main problems confronting the agricultural sector are poor infrastructure of 
this sector as evidenced by the decline of total public investment from 16% in 1975 to around 
10% in 1980. During this same time period world prices for the main export crops declined. 
{South America, Central America and the Caribbean, 1991). 
A good example of the importance of agriculture in the country is the fact that of the 
total area of Costa Rica which is 51,100 square kilometers (19,652 square miles), 394,273 
hectares are dedicated to agriculture. Table 2 presents the distribution of crops for 1984 and 
Table 2. Distribution of crops for 1984 and the average yield of each crop in Costa Rica 
Crop Hectares cultivated 
Average yield 
metric tons/hectare 
Coffee 111.052 5.9 
Bananas 21.503 43.6 
Sugar cane 25.003 58.1 
Cocoa 12.470 0.4 
Grains 199.423 6.8 
Cotton 2.219 0.6 
Potatoes/onions 2.604 NA 
Source: Censos agropeciuzrios, 1984. 
the averse yield of each crop for the same year (South America, Cental America and the 
Caribbean, 1991). 
Denton (1985) gave statistics regarding land and land-holdings for Costa Rica. Of the 
coxmtry's farm land, 93% is cultivated by private owners with the average size being 24 
hectares (10 acres). The remaining 7% of agricultural land is held by corporations or are 
cooperatively owned farms. Land in this latter category has an average size of 250 hectares 
(100 acres). The small privately owned farms which are cultivated by their owners produce 
only enough food for farmers and their families with a smaller amount left to sell at local 
markets. The corporate and/or cooperatively owned farms are oriented toward producing 
"cash crops" primarily for exports (Denton, 1985). 
The book. South America, Central America and the Caribbean (1991), summarizes 
Costa Rica's agriculture history as follows: Bananas were Costa Rica's main export 
commodity until 1984, when industrial problems allowed coffee to take up the leading 
position. In a good year, bananas formerly provided about 10 percent of the GDP. In 1988 
coffee became Costa Rica's main expon commodity, representing 26% of total export 
earnings. Sugar and beef have also contributed significantly to the economy of the country. 
Other crops and products produced by the country either for internal consumption 
and/or to be exported or industrialized included: meat (poultry, beef and swine); cocoa; rice; 
sorghum; fruits; legumes; tobacco; beans; potatoes; onions; cotton; avocados; cauliflower; 
peanuts; oranges; watermelon; cashews; heart of palm; plantain; beets; lettuce; cabbage; 
soybeans; tomato; tamarind; yucca; carrots; dairy products; animal feed; sub-products of 
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animal blood and bones; products made of hides; and forestry products (Censo agropcuario, 
1984). 
According to Censos Agropecuarios conducted in 1984, the total nimiber of cattle in 
the country was 2,047,476. An estimated 60% of this figure correspond to beef cattle, 18% 
to dairy cattle, and 17.5% to cattle used for a dual purposes of both milk and meat The 
remaining cattle were considered to be for reproduction {Censo agropecuario, 1984). 
Agriculture, Agricultural Education, Curriculum and 
Implications to Employment Needs 
In the United States of America, since the Smith-Hughes Act passed in 1917, the 
objectives for vocational education in agriculture did not change until the 1960's. The 
objectives outlined in the Smith-Hughes Act were to train prospective farmers for proficiency 
in farming. A change was observed in 1963, with the passing of the Vocational Education 
Act of 1963 which allowed vocational agriculture programs to be broadened. Vocational 
Agricultural programs could expand to include instruction for farm and ofF-fann agricultural 
occupations (Leising, 1976). 
Skadburg (1971) and Wesson (1977) conducted research regarding attitudes toward 
agriculture and agricultural employment, which is similar in nature to the one conducted in 
Costa Rica. Both Skadburg and Wesson came to the conclusion that many people perceive 
agriculture only as an on-farm activity. As such there was a need to change people's attitudes 
towards employment in agriculture. They also mentioned that employment in agriculture 
included businesses and industries that provide materials and services for farmers in the 
production of crops and livestock. The authors recognized that employment in agriculture 
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included industries involved in marketing, processing, and distributing agricultural products. 
Transforming raw farm products into finished food and fiber products and distributing them 
aroimd the world, was identified as another source of employment in agricuilture. 
According to Sherrard (1994), research conducted by German universities and US 
land grant institutions have greatly influenced the contemporary approach towards higher 
education in agriculture which emphasize students abilities to meet the challenges and 
changes of the coming decades. The changing educational policies will support increasing 
production and economic efnciency, but does not always take into account issues such as 
social equity and environmental quality. 
The Food and Agriculture Organi2ation of the United Nations (FAO) and the Latin 
American Association for Higher Agricultural Education (ALEAS) conducted a study in 
which they compared education being offered by institotions of higher education with the 
needs of farmers, and the needs of national and intemational companies. The FAO and 
ALEAS research concluded there was considerable difference between what was offered by 
colleges and universities and what was needed (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). The challenge of 
preparing graduates to be able to enter the work force with the skills and competencies 
required is an important issue in Latin America as well as in the United States. Bjoraker 
(1987) in his article "Concepts and philosophical issues in food and agriculture 
undergraduate education with basic guidelines for curricular planners," stated that innovative 
changes in the undergraduate curriculum are urgently needed. Bjoraker (1987) addressed this 
issue in the following way: 
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Colleges of agricultural and life sciences are responsible for developing 
essential human expertise in the food and agricultural sciences. To continue 
to fulfill this responsibility, the curricula of the future must be sound and be 
able to produce the baccalaureate graduate with the necessary expertise. To 
achieve this goal, colleges must identify the characteristics required of a 
graduate 20 years in the future and must develop guidelines for a revitalized 
curriculum, (p. 5) 
Coffey (1994) in his publication "Risking the future," contended that agricultural 
education has changed focus from the initial emphasis and the need to train young men to 
become farmers to the more comprehensive framework which focuses on a curriculum model 
which is community-based. Coffey mentioned that, as population dynamics change, the 
curriculum needs to change in order to meet these new needs. In this article Coffey also 
stated the United States legislation which broadened the scope of agricultural education and 
stated that: 
Educational reform both at state and national levels has stressed the need for 
integration and sequencing of courses, group problem solving, and practical 
applications of curricula to the real world. The School to Work Initiative 
illustrates the current philosophy of education where educational reform is job 
driven, (pp. 21-23) 
Coffey described these changes as innovations in the curriculum: "Innovative curricula are 
the result of coimtless hours of trial and error by unique individuals. Innovations should 
reflect the changing job market" (pp. 21-23). 
According to Macias (1990), Latin America is facing the same challenge as in the 
United States. Latin America is trying to prepare professionals in the agricultural sciences 
that can meet the needs of a changing agricultural sector, which is the same focus that US 
Vocational Agriculture is giving to agricultural studies (Macias, 1990). Following the same 
trend, Bjoraker (1987) added that faculty, agribusiness leaders, alumni, high school science 
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teachers, and students should be involved in assessing curriculum needs through an 
interactive process to be able to help educational institutions meet these challenges. 
Harris and Birkenholz (1994) stated that agricultural education programs should 
prepare students for high-tech jobs for the coming 21st century. Both authors continued their 
comments and gave an alternative in that they considered technical preparation was designed 
to address the need for a highly skilled work force. 
Coffey (1994) in his article "Tech Prep - Lessons learned," presented nine points for 
guiding effective tech-prep programs in agriculture. Among these issues, is that tech-prep is 
a continuous cuiriculxmi effort involving ground work laid by a planning/steering committee. 
Coffey presented the same point of view as that presented by Bjoraker (1987): the people that 
will be affected by the expertise of individuals graduating with a degree in agriculture and 
food science should be working on committees to guarantee these graduates will possess the 
skills needed to enter and compete in a globalized work force. 
Sledge et al. (1987), in "Futuristic curricular models/designs for the food and 
agricultural sciences," commented that the food and agricultural sciences in the year 2005 
need to be different than the one we have today. The authors also gave a description of what 
attributes our graduates of year 2005 should possess: 
a. A global perspective of the food and agricultural sciences. 
b. Greater interdisciplinary knowledge in the fields of biotechnology, 
transcending traditional departmental boundaries. 
c. Greater competency in economic and business management 
d. An effective utiliTatinn and iindertfanding of telecommunicatinns. In 
addition, these attributes must include: in depth biometry and statistical 
application to economic matters; sophisticated problem-solving abilities; 
an understanding of socio-economic and geo-political factors affecting 
international trade; a clear understanding of ethics in agriculture; an 
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understanding of systems analysis; the ability to be "adaptive" and to be a 
"learner" throughout their lives; mastery of effective communication 
skills; depth in the chosen professional areas; an understanding and 
appreciation of the importance of human nutrition; and knowledge to aid 
in the preservation and wise use of renewable resources, including 
environmental protection, (p. 115) 
Sledge et al. (1987) also discussed the conceptual curricular planning process. They 
provide two cxmicular processes: Mission Based and Competency Based. The curricular 
process—^"Mission Based" is defined as conceptional in nature. It is based on the premise 
that curriculam planning and design relate closely and consistently with the institution's 
mission and educational goals. The "Competency Based" curriculam process depends on 
two assumptions. The first one is that "curriculum encompasses all activities under the 
jurisdiction of the universities designed to accomplish stated missions and goals." The 
second one is that "curriculum includes classes, extracurricular activities, and internships. 
Also, the planning process should involve all who are affected by the program" (Sledge et al., 
1987). 
The difference foxmd between the "Mission Based" curriculam process and the 
Competency Based curriculam process is that the latter process not only takes into account 
the mission and educational goals of the university, but it also involves all who are affected 
by the program. Based on this criteria. Sledge et al. (1987) identified three areas that afifect 
decisions as the curriculum is plaimed: 
1. institutional parameters; 
2. characteristics of agriculture graduates needed for success in 2005; and 
3. learner background. 
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In 1988, FAO prepared a document called, Formacion de profesionales de ciencias 
agrarias para una agricultura en crisis. This document addressed the doubt that the 
universities preparing professionals in agricultural sciences in Latin America were having 
about how they were satisfying the needs of professionals that could be effective and useful 
to society, specifically for rural societies, which were going through a development process. 
In this document, the authors presented the need for changes in their programs of study, due 
primarily to a rapidly changing society and the technological and scientific changes that 
agriculture was going through, specifically in Latin America and the Caribbean (FAO, 1988). 
This statement was strongly supported two years later when a change in the 
educational development strategy in Latin American countries was observed. A radical 
change was expected in the type of professionals universities should be graduating and the 
role that these professionals were expected to play in the agricultural sector of Latin America 
(FAO&ALEAS, 1991). 
The document presented by FAO and ALEAS (1991) concluded by presenting a list 
of attitudes and skills that were needed by future graduates of agricultural sciences in Latin 
America. The authors of this article stated that there is an urgency for preparing 
professionals to: 
1. have a high consciousness for strengthening small scale agriculture; 
2. generate appropriate technology in accordance with the resources available; 
3. educate farmers and communities in new technologies and rural administration; 
4. design and motivate fanner organizations for a more efficient marketing process, 
development of local agribusiness, maintenance and recuperation of natural resources 
that were being degraded; 
5. help and contribute to the creation of a more efficient agricultural sector; and 
6. create and promote multidisciplinary teams that could help and guarantee the 
empowerment of the rural sector, encourage the development of commercial and 
entrepreneurial agriculture, and be able to respond to employers and societal 
expectations and demands. 
Agricultural Education in Latin America 
Macias (1990) in his study, "An assessment of agricultural education in Mexico, 
Central America, and the Caribbean," defined agronomy from the Latin American 
perspective: 
Agriculture is a social, cultural, and economic process. The scientific study of 
this process in Latin America is called agronomy. Agronomy is the general 
umbrella of agricultural sciences which smdies and establishes the theory and 
practice for identifying and applying the principles to solve agricultural 
problems, (p. 142) 
Recent studies have concluded there is a widespread difference between agricultural 
sciences education offered by institutions of higher education in Latin America and the 
concrete needs of fanners (FAO & ALEAS, 1991; Macias, 1990). This is particularly true 
when it comes to the needs of small farmers. In the publication, Educacion agricola superior 
en America Latina: Sus problemasy desqfios (FAO & ALEAS, 1991), it is stated that the 
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colleges and universities are not meeting national and international needs of companies that 
hire young professionals graduating in Agronomy. 
The FAO and ALE AS (1991) study suggests the job market requires professionals 
with an educational background that enables them to be entrepreneurs or independent 
businessmen and women. It is also highly desired that agricultural graduates be qualified to 
work not only with governmental agencies or institutions but also for private companies. In 
addition, graduates should possess knowledge that would provide them with the sldlls 
necessary to assure effective job performance in agriculture institutions that provide services, 
as well as those that have to deal with agricultural production, industries, cooperatives, etc. 
(FAO & ALEAS). 
Nagel (1992) stated in his publication, "Educacion de adultos, agriculturay 
desarrollo rural, los nuevos desqfios," that education plays a key role in economic and 
agricultural development in Latin America. It was Nagel's belief that education must be 
appropriate to the reality of the working environment. This is critical when designing 
strategies to help develop rural areas of Latin America. 
Based on the fact there was a need for changes in what universities were offering their 
students, universities in Latin America started to create more universities that would graduate 
professionals in agricultural sciences instead of analyzing their cxirriculum. An example of 
this is the case of Mexico, Chile and Brazil. In an average of 20 years they each had between 
63 and 112 new agricultural schools that offer approximately 37 different careers in 
agriculture (FAO, 1988). The problem with this was that, as FAO and ALEAS (1991) 
reported, although the numbers of institutions increased, they were not satisfying the real 
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agricultural needs of farmers, employers or society. The colleges and universities were 
graduating the same traditional types of agriculture professionals. In other words, the 
numbers of imiversities and agricultural trainees had increased but they were not satisfying 
rural society's changing needs (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). 
The Costa Rican history regarding the creation of educational institutions that would 
prepare professionals in agriculture, indicates that during 1883 the National Agriculture and 
Mechanics Art School was created. Later on, in 1885 the Agriculture Institute was 
established. In 1889 the Agricultural National Institute was created, this Institute was going 
to teach whatever was needed to develop the country's industrial sector. In the following 
years several schools were established. Some were successfial in preparing people to work in 
agriculture but some did not succeed because of a lack of fiinds (Guier,1991). 
Success in preparing people to work in agriculture became more attainable after 1926 
when the first Agriculture National School was created in Costa Rica. This school had the 
objective of preparing all individuals that would work in agriculture for the country. This 
institute also attempted to open a section for young people that only completed primary 
school or two years of high school, however, this plan failed because of a lack of fmds. 
Funds became available for the latter in 1940 when the University of Costa Rica was 
established. All the resources that had been placed into the Agriculture National School were 
given to the University of Costa Rica's Agriculture Department (Guier,1991). 
Today, Costa Rica has four state-owned universities: Univeridad de Costa Rica 
(UCR), Institute Tecnologico de Costa Rica (ITCR), Universidad Nacional)(UNA) and 
Universidad Estatal a Distancia (UNED). Of these four universities, only three offer degrees 
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in the agricultural sciences at the Bachelor's and/or Licenciatura level (CRESALC, 1989). 
There are also two private universities that offer degrees in Animal Science and Agriculture: 
Escuela Centroamericana de Ganaderia (EC AG), and Escuela de Agricultura de la Region 
Tropical Humeda (EARTH) (Guier,199l). 
Also there are two private institutions that offer a Master's degree in agriculture and 
agricultural sciences: Centro Agronomico Tropical de Investigacion y Ensenanza (CAllE), 
and the Instituto Centroamericano de Administracion de Empresas (INCAE), 
(CRESALC, 1989). 
Costa Rica's higher educational system offers more than 17 different career 
opportunities in agriculture, the agricultural sciences and related areas. These opportunities 
range from a three year degree to a Masters degree. According to CONARE (1993), there 
has not been any analysis of the technical skills needs of an Agriculturalist in Costa Rica for 
over 10 years. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions were developed based upon the literature review: 
1. What are the primary technical skills an agriculturist should possess? 
2. What are the principal areas of knowledge an agriculturist should possess? 
3. What knowledge and skills are perceived as important when considering the changes 
facing the agriculture sector in Costa Rica? 
4. What specialty areas in agriculture are foreseen as important for future graduates? 
5. What are past and future employment trends? 
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6. Aside from academic preparation, what are other characteristics which are considered 
when hiring agriculturalists? 
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CHAPTER in. DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
The main purpose of this smdy was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
agriculturalists as perceived by potential employers in agriculturally related businesses, 
governmental and non-govenmiental agencies as well as the international development sector 
in Costa Rica. A secondary purpose of the study was to identify specific knowledge and 
skills that potential employers desire graduates to possess and to make this information 
available to the EARTH College for its curriculum review process. An additional purpose 
was to develop a valid and reliable instrument which may serve as the basis for further 
research in other countries represented by the EARTH College smdent population. 
Based upon the perceptions of individuals who were defined as potential employers of 
Ingeniero Agronomos with the title of Licenciatura or the term agriculturalists which has 
been defined to be the same for the purposes of this study, the objectives of the study were to: 
(1) Identify technical skills required for employment in the agricultural sector, (2) Identify 
knowledge required for employment in the agricultural sector; (3) Identify specific 
information regarding skills and knowledge needed by EARTH graduates that may be 
utilized in EARTH'S on-going general curriculum review process; (4) Gather information 
which will help identify senior year elective courses; and (5) Determine and verify the 
instrument validity in order to provide a research instrument which may be used to replicate 
this stody in other countries in Latin America from which EARTH College has students 
represented. Field research for this smdy was carried out between October, 1994 and 
February, 1995, during the time the author was working at EARTH College in Costa Rica. 
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Research Questions 
The following research questions were addressed in this study, focusing on the 
perceptions of potential employers of agriculturalists in the agricultural sector in Costa Rica. 
1. What are the primary technical skills an agriculturalist should possess? 
2. What are the principal areas of knowledge an agriculturalist should possess? 
3. What knowledge and skills are perceived as important when considering the changes 
facing the agriculture sector in Costa Rica? 
4. What specialty areas in agriculture are foreseen as important for fixture graduates? 
5. What are past and future trends of the company? 
6. Aside from academic preparation, what other characteristics are considered when 
hiring an agriculturalist in Costa Rica? 
Population of the Stiidy 
For the purposes of this study, only those entities that were active in the agricultural 
sector in Costa Rica, and that were potential employers of agriculturalists, were considered to 
be members of the research population. Since a comprehensive list of all potential employers 
of agriculturalists in Costa Rica was not available, it was necessary to obtain this information 
by consulting a variety of sources. These sources included the EARTH internship and job 
placement data-base, the files of the External Relations OflBce at the College, the National 
Association of Ingenieros Agronomos, the National Association of Agro-Chemical 
Companies and a variety of other associations and individuals. In particular, since Costa Rica 
has such diversified agriculture, farmers have created different associations according to what 
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they produce. These associations were requested to send a list of companies and individuals 
that could be considered potential employers of agriculturalists; however after repeated 
requests, it was not possible to obtain this information. 
The author was able to compile information and create a data-base of all the 
companies that were potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica by using the 
sources cited above, individual interviews, and by reviewing the country's telephone book in 
which companies were listed. A complete list of the members of the research population may 
be found in Appendix C. The list includes all businesses, governmental and non­
governmental institutions, and organizations of the international development sector working 
in agriculture that were identified by using the above stated methodology. 
Initially, 160 entities related to the agricultural sector were identified. Telephone 
calls were made to assure that the organizations selected were potential employers of 
^riculturalists. Of the 160 entities selected, 11 were determined to be inappropriate for 
inclusion in the study based on one of the following two criteria; 
1. The entity did not or would not have the need to hire an agriculturalist; 
2. The entity did not have an address or telephone where it could be contacted. 
Five entities originally identified as potential members of the population were excluded on 
the basis of criteria one and six were excluded on the basis of criteria two. A final group of 
149 entities were identified to be members of the research population. 
Two questionnaires were sent to each entity which was defined as a member of the 
population. In each entity an administrator and a technical person were requested to 
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complete the questiomiaire. A summary of the population, questionnaires distributed and 
return rate is shown in Table 3. 
It was possible to identify an individual at the administrative level in each of the 
entities identified as potential employers of agriculturalists. As such, the respondents were 
divided into the following two categories: (1) administrators and (2) techoicians. Of the 148 
respondents 74 or 50%, were administrators and 74, or 50%, were technicians answering the 
questionnaires (Table 4). 
Table 3. Research population questionnaires distributed and return rate 
Research population Number Percent 
Entities initially identified 160 
Entides excluded based on criteria one 5 
Entities excluded based on criteria two 6 
Total population 149 
Questionnaires distributed 298 
Questionnaires answered and returned 148 
Questionnaires not returned or returned unanswered 150 
Return ratio 49.5 
Non-retum ratio 50.5 
Table 4. Respondents' return rate according to their job responsibilities and type of entity 
they represented 
Type of entity Administrators Technicians 
Private 56 54 
Governmental 12 10 
International 8 8 
Total 76 72 
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Research Design 
A review of related literature was conducted, and it revealed no other instrument 
appropriate for use in this study. In an effort to identify if other studies similar to this one 
had been conducted in Costa Rica a visit was made to the National Coimcil of Costa Rica's 
University Deans (CONARE). In a personal interview, CONARE officials indicated they 
were not aware of any study of this kind in the area of agriculture. A subsequent search by 
CONARE of different universities in the country also indicated there was no record of such a 
study (personal interview, 1994). 
During the curriculum review process at EARTH College (January 1994), it was 
proposed that an evaluation of the actual curriculum should be conducted. A research study 
entitled College Data on Agricultural Training in Central America, was utilized to assess the 
need for the creation of an institution such as the EARTH College which would have its 
focus on sustainable agriculture in the humid tropics. It was recommended that similar 
research be conducted during 1994 or 1995. 
For this study it was determined descriptive research methodology using a 
questionnaire as the research instrument for data collection was appropriate. Based upon the 
knowledge of what subjects are taught in agricultural colleges or universities in Costa Rica 
and upon the goals and objectives of this research study, the following six areas of 
specialization in agriculture were included: (a) Agriculture; (b) Animal Science; (c) Soil and 
Water Conservation; (d) Entrepreneurial Management; (e) Commimication; and (f) English. 
The initial questionnaire was developed by the researcher in Spanish (Appendix D) 
and later translated into English to be available to a wider audience. However, it must be 
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noted that the English version is not preferred as the instrument was designed specifically for 
use in Costa Rica by Spanish-speaking persons who participated in the present study. Resxilts 
of a future study conducted using the English version may not validate the original 
instrument. The translation may not be exactly pure. The instrument focused on the basic 
skills and competencies the author considered were needed by a graduate in agriculture in 
relation to the six areas of specialization mentioned above. The first draft of the 
questionnaire was presented to specialists (faculty at EARTH and UCR) in each of the six 
areas of specialization. Each specialist reviewed the entire questionnaire, paying special 
attention to those sections that pertained to his/her area of expertise. The comments and 
suggestions that were made by these experts provided the grounds for improvement of the 
quality and content of the questiormaire. The revised version of the questionnaire was 
presented to the Academic Director of the EARTH College who made other corrections and 
suggestions to the content and format of the questiomiaire. 
The questionnaire's content validity was initially tested by faculty members at 
EARTH College for both clarity of the language used as well as for subject matter content. It 
is important to note that each faculty who reviewed and answered the questionnarie had an 
in-depth knowledge of the agriculture sector in Costa Rica. 
The instrument was tested additionally with a second group of agricultural 
professionals who were participating in a program entitied "Longterm Training in 
Environmental Protection for Bolivian Environmental Planners" at Iowa State University. 
This second testing was solely for the purpose of verifying the process by which the 
researcher planned to manage the data, inclxiding coding of the data and statistical analysis. 
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The content of the questionnaire was not modified based upon the input given by the 
Bolivians. This second test was performed during a trip to Ames, Iowa, during September of 
1994. The final version of the questionnaire was approved by the major professor and 
graduate committee in charge of this gradviate program. 
The questionaire was divided into three sections. The first section asked the 
respondents to rank technical activities related to his or her area of operation, from least 
important to most important The second consisted of Likert-type questions, developed to 
identify the perceptions of respondents as stated in the research objectives. The third section 
was designed to gather information that would describe the agricultural entity represented by 
the respondents, and to gather data that would describe each member of the research 
population. 
The questionaire was translated into English by the researcher (Appendix E). This 
questionaire and the corresponding research proposal was submitted to the Iowa State 
University Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in Research, which approved the 
research instrument and methodology (Appendix F). 
The data were analyzed statistically using means, standard deviations, and 
percentages. The statistical program SPSSx was used to conduct the data analysis. 
Data Collection 
The respondents were individuals employed in the entities determined to be members 
of the research population, as defined by the previously mentioned criteria. Two 
questionnaires were sent to each entity that were determined to be part of the research 
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population. Taking into consideration the traditionally low return rate of research 
questionnaires in Latin America, and in order to assure an adequate sample size, it was 
decided to survey 100% of the entities which made up the research population. This 
methodology proved successful in a similar international research study conducted in Peru 
(Brown Mejia, 1991). 
The instrument was sent by the end of October and beginning of November 1994. A 
package was sent to the administrator of each organization included in the study. A cover 
letter was included, this letter was signed by the researcher and by the general director of 
EARTH College. The cover letter explained clearly that one questionnaire should be 
completed by an administrator and the other one by a technician working in the area of 
agriculture or to forward both questionnaires on to such individuals. Each package which 
was mailed contained two questionnaires, one on yellow paper for administrators and the 
other one on blue paper for technical personnel. Two pre-stamped, return envelopes were 
included. The use of different colors enabled the researchers to quickly identify the 
respondents within an entity. 
The Costa Rican public mail is very reliable and, as such, was used to deliver the 
packets. Two weeks later each contact person at each entity was telephoned and asked to 
confirm if the questionnaire had been received. It was asked if the questionnaire had been 
completed and returned. At the end of the third week, if the questionnaire had not been 
received by the researcher, a postcard was sent as a second reminder. During week five, a 
second telephone call was made to a contact person at each entity which had not yet returned 
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the questionnaire. One week later, another postcard was mailed to all who had not yet 
responded. By the thirteenth of December, week seven, the return rate was only 23.66%. 
After the fifteenth of December all pubUc and private institutions in Costa Rica either 
close or greatly slow down their activities. Key personnel take holiday vacations and there 
are virtually no employees working over the end of year holidays in these organizations. 
This issue affected the data return. The researcher began to contact the entities that had not 
responded in January to continue the data collection. During the first week of January, the 
telephone call and postcard procedure was repeated until; (a) both completed instruments 
were returned; (b) one completed instrument was returned and the second one was returned 
blank; (c) both instruments were returned blank; or (d) it was indicated via telephone or mail 
that either instrument would not be completed or sent and they would state the reason for 
their decision; or (e) a reason was given that indicated that there was no willingness to return 
the questionnaire. Questionnaires were received until the beginning of July, 1995. 
Analysis of Data 
The data were coded and subsequently analyzed using the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSSx) at the facilities of the EARTH College. All questioimaires were 
reviewed for coding and accuracy. Descriptive statistics were calculated using SPSSx 
program FREQUENCIES. This procedure provides the respective fi-equencies, standard 
deviations, percentages and means that were used to provide this study with a descriptive 
overview of the data. 
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Limitations of the Study 
EARTH College currently has students from over 20 countries from throughout Latin 
America and the Caribbean regions. This study focused exclusively on Costa Rica and did 
not specifically take into consideration other countries' needs and perceptions. It must be 
noted that many multinational corporations in agriculture have their regional headquarters in 
San Jose, Costa Rica, and often conduct hiring procedures from this central point. 
A national study of this kind had not been conducted by any of the institutions of 
higher education or other related institutions in the last 10 years that focused on the market 
for graduates as agriculturalists. Therefore, the researcher was unable to compare findings 
with similar studies in Costa Rica. 
There is no official record of how many agriculturalists there are in Costa Rica. The 
only records that exist are those that show those individuals who are members of Colegio de 
Ingenieros Agronomos, the leading professional association for agriculturalists. 
An additional limitation to this study was the relatively low return rate by United 
States standards. While it would have been desirable to have acheived a greater return rate, 
49.5% may be considered to be well within the expected range by Latin American Standards. 
CHAPTER IV. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The results and the analysis of data are presented in this chapter. The main purpose 
of this study was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by agriculturalists as 
perceived by potential employers in agriculturally related businesses, governmental and non­
governmental agencies as well as the international development sector in Costa Rica. A 
secondary purpose of the study was to identify specific knowledge and skills that potential 
employers desire graduates to possess. An additional purpose was to develop a valid and 
reliable instrument that could serve as the basis for further research in other countries 
represented by the EARTH College student population. 
Based upon the perceptions of individuals who were defined as potential employers of 
agricultural graduates, the objectives of the smdy were to: 
1. Identify technical skills required for employment in the agricultural sector; 
2. Identify knowledge required for employment in the agricultural sector; 
3. Identify specific information regarding skills and knowledge needed by EARTH 
graduates that could be used in EARTH'S on-going general curriculum review 
process; 
4. Gather information that would help identify senior year elective courses; and 
5. Determine and verify the instrument validity in order to replicate this study in other 
countries in Latin America from which EARTH College has students represented. 
Field research for this study was carried out between October, 1994, and February, 
1995, during which time the author was working at the EARTH College in Costa Rica. 
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The data presented in this chapter are divided into the following sections: (1) the 
demographic characteristics of the respondents; and (2) a descriptive profile of the 
institutions of the population. 
Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents 
The demographics were analyzed based on the following eight characteristics: (a) 
gender; (b) age; (c) nationality; (d) educational level; (e) area of specialization of highest 
degree earned; (f) country in which highest degree was earned; (g) years of experience 
working for the agrictiltural entity; and (h) job responsibilities. 
Gender 
The distribution of respondents by the variable of gender is shown in Figure 1. Of the 
148 usable questionnaires, 132 (89.9%) of the respondents were male, 13 (8.8%) were 
female, 2 respondents (1.4%) did not answer this question. 
•Females 
B Males 
• non-respodants 
Figure 1. Distribution of potential employers of agriculturalists 
in Costa Rica by gender (N=I48) 
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Age 
Respondents were asked to state their age. For the purpose of data analysis and 
presentation, this information was grouped into six categories: (a) 25 years of age and below; 
(b) 26 to 30; (c) 31 to 35; (d) 36 to 40; (e) 41 to 45; and (f) 46 and above. 
A total of 3 (2.0%) respondents were 25 years and below; 20 (13.5%) were between 
ages 26 to 30; 35 (23.6%) were between ages 31 to 35; 31 (20.9%) were 36 to 40; 29 (19.6%) 
were between ages 41 to 45; 28 (18.9%) were ages 46 and above, and 2(1.4%) did not answer 
the question. The data regarding age may be found in Figure 2. 
A 
D 
c 
G 
B 
E 
F 
I I I I I -T 
SO 60 70 80 90 100 
F 46 years and above 
G Did not answer 
A 25 years and less 
B 26 to 30 years 
C 31 to 35 years 
D 36 to 40 years 
E 41 to 45 years 
0 10 20 30 40 
Figure 2. Distribution of potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
by selected age groups (N=148) 
Nationality 
The members of the population were from a total of 10 different coimtries, with 132 
respondents (89.2%) from Costa Rica and 11 (7.7%) from countries other than Costa Rica. 
Table 5 shows detailed information concerning respondents' nationality. 
Edncational level 
Respondents were asked to identify their highest level of education attained using 
categories established by the researcher. The respondents' educational level by category was 
as follows: high school degree = 3 (2.0%); technical school degree = 8 (5.4%); bachelor's 
degree = 50 (33.8%); Licenciatura degree = 50 (33.8%); master's degree = 29 (19.6%); 4 had 
Ph.D. degrees and 4 did not answer the question. One hundred thirty-three (90%) were 
Table 5. Nationality of potential employers of agricxilturalists in Costa Rica by number and 
percent 
Nationality Number Percent 
Costa Rican 132 89.2 
Vene2Xielan J 2.0 
Columbian 1 0.7 
Mexican 1 0.7 
Argentinean 1 0.7 
Holland 1 0.7 
Swiss 1 0.7 
Danish 1 0.7 
Dominican Republic 1 0.7 
Honduran 1 0.7 
Non respondents 5 3.4 
Total 148 100.0 
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university gradioates with either a bachelors Licenciatura, Master's degrees or Ph.D. degrees. 
Data from the respondents are represented in Figure 3. 
Area of specialization of highest degree earned 
Table 6 presents a list of the different subject matter areas of specialization for the 
highest degree earned by the respondents. There was much diversity in the respondents' 
academic background. Nearly half (46.4%) were in agronomy and agricultural engineering 
or economics, while the next largest area of specialization was administration (23.6%). 
A High school degree 
B Technical degree 
C Bachelors degree 
D Licendatura 
E Masters 
F Doctorate 
G Did not answer 
Figure 3. Highest level of education attained by potential employers of agriculturalists 
in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Conntry in which highest degree was earned 
Of the total population (N= 148), the majority of the respondents or 107 (72.3%) 
respondents eamed their highest academic degree in Costa Rica. The second coimtry from 
which respondents eamed their highest academic degree was the United States of America 
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Table 6. Subject matter area of the highest degree earned by potential employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica by number and percent 
Degree area Frequency Percentage 
Agronomy 39 25.4 
Agricultural Engineering 15 11.5 
Agricultural Economics 14 9.5 
Administration 35 23.6 
Biology 7 4.8 
Social Sciences 6 4.2 
Animal Husbandry 5 3.4 
Forestry Industry 2 1.4 
Exterior Commerce Engineer 2 1.4 
Industrial Chemistry 1 0.7 
Civil Engineering 1 0.7 
Ecology 1 0.7 
Not indicated 16 10.8 
Total 100.0 
representing 17 (11.5%) respondents. Nineteen respondents (13.2%) obtained their highest 
academic degree in a country other than Costa Rica or the U.S.A. (Table 7). A total of 5 
respondents (3.4%) did not answer the question. 
Years of experience working for the agricultural entity 
Respondents were asked to identify the number of years they had worked for the 
agricultural entity they represented. To facilitate analysis and presentation, the data was 
grouped into the following categories of years working with the agricultural entity: (a) less 
than 6 years; (b) 6 to 10 years; (c) 11 to 15 years; (d) 16 to 20 years; (e) 21 to 25 years; (f) 26 
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Table 7. Frequencies and percentages of country in which highest degree was earned by 
potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
Country Frequency Percent 
Costa Rica 106 71.6 
United States of America 17 11.5 
Honduras 6 4.1 
Columbia 2 0.7 
El Salvador 1 0.7 
Japan 1 0.7 
Guatemala 1 0.7 
Trinidad 1 0.7 
Italy I 0.7 
Mexico 1 0.7 
Venezuela 1 0.7 
Puerto Rico 1 0.7 
Switzerland I 0.7 
Brazil I 0.7 
Denmark I 0.7 
Did not answer 6 4.1 
Total 148 100.0 
to 30 years; and (g) 31 years or above. A total of 68 (45.9%) respondents had less than 6 
years of experience with their agricultural entity; 39(26.4%) had 6 to 10 years of experience; 
22(14.9%) had 11 to 15 years of experience at that entity; 12(8.1%) had 16 to 20 years; 
2(1.4%) had 21 to 25 years; 4 (2.7%) had 26 to 30 years; 1(0.7%) identified himselfiTierself 
as having more than 30 years of experience working at an agricultural entity. The data are 
presented in Figure 4. 
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too-/ 
A .Less than 6 years 
B 6 to 10 years 
C 11 to 15 years 
D 16 to 20 years 
B 21 to 25 years 
F 26 to 30 years 
G 31 years or above 
Figure 4. Number of years respondents had worked for an agricultural entity 
Job responsibilities 
Respondents were asked to select among three different job responsibilities which 
were pre-established by the researcher based on the methodology cited in Chapter 3. The 
areas pre-established were administrative area = 45 respondents (30.4%); technical area = 27 
(18.2); combined responsibilities (administrative with technical) = 71 (48%); work 
performance evaluator = 1 (.7); and planner = 1 (.7). Of the total research population, 3 
respondents (2.0%) did not answer this question. A summary of the job responsibilities held 
by the respondents is presented in Figure 5. 
Description of Entities in the Research Population 
Five factors were considered in compiling a description of entities in the research 
population: (a) definitions of institutions; (b) principal operation of the entities; (c) activities; 
(d) number of years the entity had been active in agriculture; and (e) size of the organization. 
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/1.4% 
^^2.0% 
•Administrative 
•Technical 
BCombinatton 
•Other 
•Did not Answer 
Figure 5. Job responsibilities held by the potential employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
Definitions of the institutions 
Respondents were asked to identify the entities of which they were a member based 
on one of the following categories: (l)private (belonging to the private sector); (2) 
governmental (belonging to the governmental sector); or (3) international (belonging to the 
international sector). For the purpose of this smdy, those identifying themselves as semi-
autonomous (n=2) were considered to be members of the governmental sector. Those 
identifying themselves to be a part of non-govemmental organizations (n=5) or bi-national 
projects (n=l) were considered to be part of the intemational sector. Additionally, entities 
identifying themselves as cooperatives (n=3), civic societies (n=2), or associations (n=2) 
were considered to be part of the private sector for the purpose of the smdy. A total of 108 
(73%) respondents defined their place of employment as belonging to the private sector, 24 
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(16.2%) as part of ±e governmental sector, 15 (10.1%) as part of the international sector, and 
1 (.7%) did not answer the question. The data are presented in Figure 6. 
Principal operatioii of the entities 
Respondents identified the principal operation of the entity by whom they were 
employed as belonging to one of the following eight categories pre-established by the 
researcher: (1) production = 54 (36.5%); (2) marketing and distribution = 40 (20%); (3) credit 
and financial activities = 7 (4.7%); (4) food processing = 7 (4.7%); (5) sales, repair and 
distribution of agricultural equipment = 5 (3.4%); (6) research = 10 (6.7%); (7) agricultural 
and community development = 8 (5.4%); and (8) education = 1 (.7%). The question allowed 
for the respondents to give an additional activity with which their organization was involved. 
The respondents identified 5 additional areas that were not established by the researcher, as 
0 Private sector 
•Governmental sector 
•International sector 
•Did not answer 
Figure 6. Definitions of mstitutions that are potential employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
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follows: (1) forestry development = 3 (2%); (2) conservation = 2 (1.4%); (3) seed production 
= 2 (1.4%); (4) production and processing = 5 (3.4%); and (5) multi-services = 3 (2%). All 
data provided by the respondents are presented graphically in Figure 7. 
Activities 
Members of the population were asked to identify the activities that were undertaken 
by the entities they represented. A list of 12 potential activities were provided by the 
researcher from which the respondents could select those appropriate for their entities. It was 
anticipated that the entities would undertake more than one activity, therefore the categories 
provided were not mutually exclusive. 
A Produccion 
B Mar1<eting and 
Distribution 
C Credit and finance 
D Food Processing 
E Sales, repair and distribution of 
agricultural equipment 
F Research 
G Agricultural and 
community develpment 
H Education 
I Others 
Figure 7. Principal operation of the entities that are potential employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
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In addition, it was anticipated that there would be entities that would provide other 
alternatives different than the ones provided by the researcher. Table 8 presents the 
information provided by the respondents based upon the list of potential activities outlined by 
the researcher. Data are provided in Table 9 for the list of additional activities identified by 
the members of the population. 
Number of years the entity had been active in agriculture 
In regards to the number of years the entity had been active in the agricultural sector, 
the data were collected in raw form and placed into the following categories by the researcher 
to facilitate analysis and presentation; (a) less than 20 years = 80 (54%); (b) 21 to 30 years = 
Table 8. List of potential activities and their frequencies which were identified by potential 
employers of agriculturalists 
Activity Frequency 
Agricultural production 91 
Technical assistance 65 
Exports of ^ricultural products 55 
Training and education 40 
Agricultural Products 37 
Food Processing 35 
Horticulture production 29 
Credit and financial matters 26 
Animal production 25 
Agricultural eqxaipment (sales - repair) 23 
Ornamentals 18 
Flower production 12 
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Table 9. List of other activities identified by employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
ActiAdty Frequency 
Preparing animal feed 5 
Seed production J 
Conservation J 
Banana production 2 
Agricultural diversification 2 
Marketing information 2 
Forestry 2 
Credit for small scale industry 2 
Irrigation and drainage 2 
Micro nutrients sales 1 
Sales (grocery stores) 1 
20 (13.5%); (c) 31 to 40 years = 9 (6.1%); (d) 41 to 50 years = 9 (6.1%); and (e) 51 years or 
more = 15 (10.3%). Fifteen respondents did not answer this question. The number of years 
the entity had been active in the agricultural area at the time of data collection is presented in 
Figure 8. 
Size of the organizations 
In order to determine the size of the entities that comprised the research population, 
the respondents were asked to provide information regarding the number of people working 
where they were employed. Raw data were collected and placed into categories by the 
researcher to facilitate the analysis and presentation. The categories and amounts are as 
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100-r A Less than 20 years 
B 21 to 30 years 
31 to 40 years 
41 to 50 years 
51 or more 
Figure 8. Percentage of companies/entities and number of years 
the entity has been active in agriculture (N=I33) 
follows: (a) less than 25 persons = 57 (38.5%); (b) 26 to 50 employees = 18 (12.2%); (c) 51 
to 75 employees = 2 (1.4%); (d) 76 to 100 employees = 7 (4.7%); and (e) more than 100 = 53 
(35%). Eleven respondents did not answer the question (7.4%). Data are represented in 
Figure 9. 
A Less than 25 persons 
B 26 to 50 persons 
0 51 to 75 persons 
D 76 to 100 persons 
E More than 100 persons 
Figure 9. Percentage of organizations/entities by size 
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Perceptions of the Respondents Regarding the Importance of Technical Activities 
Respondents were asked to rate activities they perceived as important based on a 
seven point Likert-type scale from 1 to 7, with 7 being "high priority" and 1 "low priority". 
This information was based upon the activities undertaken by the entity for which they were 
employed. A list of activities was provided by the researcher from which 97 (65%) of the 
respondents rated agricxoltural production as 7 or being high priority. Post-harvest activities 
were rated by 65 (43.9%) of the respondents as being number 5. Food processing was rated 
as 4 by 23 (15.5%) respondents. Natural resource management was rated as 3 by 45 (30%) 
respondents. Agricultural engineering and mechanization was rated as 3 by 31 (20.9%) 
respondents, with forestry being rated as 2 by 32 respondents (21.6%). Lastly, animal 
production was rated as 1 by 65 (43.9%) of the respondents. Perceptions of respondents 
regarding the importance of activities conducted by these agencies are summarized in Table 
10. 
Table 10. Importance of technical activities as perceived by potential employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Activity Priority rating* n Percent 
Agricultural production (plant production) 7 97 65.5 
Animal prndnction 1 65 43.9 
Forestry 2 32 21.6 
Natural resource management J 45 30.0 
Agricultural engineering and mechanization J 31 20.9 
Post-harvest 5 29 19.6 
Food processing 4 23 15.5 
*Scale: 7 = most important priority; 1 = not important priority (multiple responses) 
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Using a Likert-type scale of 1 to 7, with 7 being a "high priority" and 1 "not a 
priority" and based upon the nature of the work conducted by the entity, the respondents were 
asked to rate technical and practical skills. It was indicated the rating should be based upon 
their perceptions in their role as potential employers of agriculturalists. A list of technical 
and practical skills was established by the researcher. The scale respondents used to rate the 
activities was from 1 (low priority) to 7 (high priority). The respondents considered that an 
agriculturalist should be able to: work with management skills appropriate to the entity; 
perform skills needed to work in the field; demonstrate good interpersonal skills; demonstrate 
good communication skills; and disseminate information. The use of computers, quantitative 
information and scientific information were considered to be moderately important and were 
rated with a 5. The respondents considered the lowest priority when hiring an agriculturalist 
was the use and knowledge of sustainable agriculture related issues. These data are 
summarized and presented in Table 11. 
Table 11. Importance of technical and practical skills as perceived by potential employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Technical/Practical skills Priority rating* n Percent 
Managerial skills 7 72 48.6 
Field work skills 7 47 31.8 
Interpersonal skills 7 36 24.3 
Conmiimication skills 7 48 32.4 
Dissemination of information 7 38 25.7 
Use of computers; use of quantitative and 
scientific information 
5 49 33.1 
Use and knowledge of sustainable practices 1 29 19.6 
* Scale: 7 = most important priority; 1 = not important priority 
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Perceptions of SpecilBc Skills Needed for Employment of Agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
The following section is based upon the specific objectives of this study: (1) Identify 
technical skills required for employment in the agricultural sector; (2) Identify knowledge 
required for employment in the agricxiltural sector; and (3) Identify specific information 
regarding skills and knowledge needed by EARTH gradates that may be used in the College 
on-going general curriculum review process, as perceived by the members of the research 
population who were defined as potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. All 
answers were based upon a five point Likert-type scale, with 5 being "very important" and 1 
"not important". 
Data in Table 12 present the respondents' perceptions of the importance of different 
topics in the area of animal production skills for agriculturalists. The results indicate that the 
respondents do not perceive animal production as a very important skill agriculturalists 
should possess. 
Table 12. Importance of animal production skills as perceived by employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge area Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Cattle for meat 142 2.73 1.64 
Catde for milk 142 2.78 1.61 
Cattle for meat and milk 142 2.70 1.61 
Hogs 139 2.34 1.51 
Goats 138 1.77 1.17 
Sheep 137 1.67 1.11 
Poultry 142 2.32 1.54 
Crustaceans 141 1.82 1.26 
Fish 140 1.95 1.38 
*Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
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Respondents were asked to rate the importance of agriculturalists possessing skills in 
traditional and non-traditional crop production. The definitions of traditional and non-
traditional crops are given in the definitions section of this document. Responses revealed 
that respondents perceive as somewhat important that agriculturalists possess skills in 
traditional and non-traditional crops. Medicinal plants, however, were perceived to be less 
important than the other categories in this section. Table 13 presents the data regarding this 
subject 
Table 13. Importance of knowledge regarding traditional and non-traditional crops as 
perceived by employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge area Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Traditional crops 
a. Grains 
b. Horticulture 
c. Medicinal plants 
d. Roots and tubers 
e. Fruits 
f. Ornamental plants 
g. Industrial crops 
Non-traditional cops 
a. Grains 
b. Horticulture 
c. Medicinal plants 
d. Roots and tubers 
e. Fruits 
f. Ornamental plants 
g. Industrial crops 
141 
144 
143 
140 
143 
145 
141 
140 
142 
140 
138 
142 
139 
129 
3.52 
3.41 
2.41 
3.14 
3.59 
3.17 
3.28 
3.16 
3.27 
2.48 
3.13 
3.47 
3.19 
3.26 
1.53 
1.48 
1.27 
1.39 
1.42 
1.48 
1.49 
1.48 
1.49 
1.36 
1.44 
1.46 
1.52 
1.54 
•Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
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Table 14 shows the perceptions of the respondents when asked to indicate the level of 
importance they believed forestry production occupies in Costa Rica. Respondents indicated 
management of forestry plantations and forestry greenhouse management was considered 
somewhat important Knowledge regarding the managing of native forest was considered to 
be as less important 
Table 14. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having 
skills in management of forestry plantations as perceived by employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge area Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Management of native plantations 144 2.92 1.50 
Management of forestry plantations 143 3.07 1.49 
Management of forestry greenhouses 144 3.01 1.46 
*Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Another area that was considered in this research study was Natural Resource 
Management. Respondents were asked to give their perceptions on this subject The 
members of the research population considered the development of soil conservation 
practices to be important (x = 4.14; S.D. = 1.28). Other areas that were perceived as 
somewhat important were: (1) planning skills regarding the potential use of the natural 
resources (x = 3.75; S.D. = 1.28); (2) decision making abilities with regard to waste 
management (x = 3.89; S.D. 1.26); and (3) ability to conduct environmental impact (x = 3.72; 
S.D. = 1.36). The ability to develop ecotourism activities was considered to be of less 
importance (x = 2.63; S.D. = 1.39). Table 15 presents the data regarding this issue. 
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Table 15. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of natural 
resource management skills as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in Costa 
Rica(N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Planning for potential use 142 3.75 1.28 
Decision making regarding its management 145 3.89 1.26 
Developing ecotourism activities 144 2.53 1.39 
Developing conservation techniques 146 4.14 1.28 
Developing smdies on environmental impact 145 3.72 1.36 
*Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Table 16 presents the perceptions of potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa 
Rica regarding the importance of knowledge in: (1) rural construction; (2) water and soil 
management; (3) agricultural mechanization; and (4) topography. The area that was 
considered most important was the area of water and soil management (x = 4.26, S.D. = 
1.06). 
Sustainability issues such as being able to produce using techniques that would 
reduce contamination, using organic fertilizers, avoiding die use of agro-chemicals, and 
producing organically were included on the questionnaire. The respondents considered the 
Table 16. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of agricultural 
engineering and mechanization skills as perceived by employers of agriculturalists 
in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge area Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Rural construction 140 3.04 1.28 
Water and soil management 147 4.26 1.06 
Agricultural mechanization 144 3.59 1.25 
Topography 144 3.42 1.33 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
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most important area for agriculturalists to have expertise in this category was that related to 
production while using technology that would reduce contamination. Other areas such as 
production and use of organic fertilizers, and production without using chemical products 
were considered by the respondents to be somewhat important. Table 17 presents the 
respondents' perceptions in this regard. 
Regarding the area of post-harvest management, the respondents' considered the most 
important skill to have is the ability to develop systems in which they could reduce loss of 
products during the process of handling and transporting the harvested products. Table 18 
shows the data related to this question. 
Table 17. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of skills 
related to sustainability issues as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in 
Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Production while reducing contamination 146 3.42 1.00 
Production using organic fertilizers 144 3.90 1.18 
Production without commercial pesticides 143 3.66 1.34 
* Scale; 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Table 18. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having post-
harvest management skills as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in Costa 
Rica(N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Development of adequate packing systems 148 3.47 1.32 
Development of adequate storing systems 148 3.61 1.34 
Identification of adequate handling and 147 4.02 1.21 
transportation systems 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
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Food processing was considered by the respondents to be an area of moderate 
importance. The members of the research population considered the ability to analyze the 
added value of processing the products (x=3.41, S.D.= 1.38), and to be able to identify 
alternative uses for the products (x=3.46, S.D.= 1.34) to be somewhat important The actual 
processing of the products was considered to be less important (x=2.96, S.D.= 1.39). Table 
19 presents the data in this category. 
Table 19. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having food 
processing skills as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
(N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Analyzing the added value of processing products 147 3.41 1.38 
Identifying alternative uses for products 147 3.46 1.34 
Processing products 147 2.96 1.39 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Another area that was presented to the members of the research population for 
consideration was that of management skills in business administration. For this broad topic, 
several aspects were presented to the respondents for rating. The aspects considered to be the 
most important were the ability to think and behave as a manager, to be able to manage and 
control a budget, and to apply Total Quality Management skills. Table 20 presents the data 
regarding this area. 
Respondents were asked to rate their perceptions regarding the importance of 
possessing skills in field-related activities. The three areas considered to be important by the 
respondents were: (1) management of soils and water and conservation practices 
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Table 20. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of 
management skills in business administration as perceived by employers of 
agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge area Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Develop marketing strategies 147 3.80 1.26 
Plan and conduct products exports 146 3.47 1.24 
Conduct financial analysis of the company 147 3.94 1.07 
Conduct feasibility studies 142 3.88 1.02 
Be able to include environmental cost and be able 144 3.84 0.97 
to make decisions based on the results 
Think- and behave a.s a manager 147 4.45 0.80 
Manage and control the budget 143 4.34 0.89 
Understand and apply practical concepts of 145 3.74 0.98 
accounting 
Apply Total Quality managerial style 145 4.35 0.76 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
(x= 4.25; S.D.= 1.11); (2) manage pest control chemicals (x= 4.31, S.D.= 1.05); and (3) 
Develop pest management systems (x= 4.27; S.D.= 0.98). The other items in this category 
were considered to fall between the levels of somewhat important to less important. Table 21 
presents the results for this area. 
Computer skills was one of the areas presented for rating based on the perceptions of 
the potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. Their answers revealed that they 
considered this to be an area of primary importance. Specifically, and in order of importance, 
they indicated agriculturalists should be able to manage basic computer programs (x=4.41, 
S.D.= 0.85) and utilize computer packages for data management (x= 4.31, S.D.= .85). Table 
22 presents the data. 
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Table 21. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having 
skills in field-related activities as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in 
Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge area Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Soil and water management and conservation 142 4.25 l.ll 
Management of pest control chemicals 142 4.31 1.05 
Develop pest management systems 143 4.27 0.98 
Operate and give maintenance to agricultural 143 3.09 1.22 
equipment 
Use techniques and methods that are geared to 142 2.78 1.41 
animal health 
Prepare rations 141 2.45 1.36 
Pasture management 141 2.77 1.44 
Build farming infrastructure 142 2.84 1.17 
Be able to perform daily routine field activities 141 3.40 1.28 
Record keeping systems 138 3.71 1.20 
Identify adequate methods and techniques used 137 2.57 1.45 
for animal reproduction 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Table 22. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having 
computer skills as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
(N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Manage basic compxiter programs 147 4.41 0.85 
Use of computer packages for data management 147 4.31 0.85 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
The study sought to determine the perceptions of the respondents regarding the 
importance of knowledge pertaining to the area of the management of quantitative and 
qualitative information. It was deemed important for agriciUturalists to be able to: (1) make 
decisions based on statistical results (x= 4.42, S.D.= 0.73); (2) interpret statistical results (x= 
lA 
4.25, S.D.= 0.83); and (3) analyze statistical data (x= 4.21, S.D.= 0.89). Table 23 presents 
the results for this area. 
Another important area which was addressed in this study, was that of interpersonal 
relations. Respondents were asked to rate their perceptions of the importance of this area. 
The results indicated interpersonal relations skills were perceived to be an area of strong 
importance. Table 24 presents the results of the perceptions of the respondents regarding 
interpersonal relations. 
Respondents were asked to give their perceptions regarding the importance of 
communication skills by rating several topics pre-established by the researcher. The results 
demonstrate that the perception exists that commimication skills are important. Although the 
topic of communication rated among the most important of this smdy, the following two 
items were considered to be only somewhat important: effective communication skills in 
Table 23. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of knowing 
how to manage quantitative and qualitative information as perceived by employers 
of agriculturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Interpret statistical results 147 4.25 0.83 
Analyze statistical data 146 4.21 0.89 
Plan, organize and conduct surveys 146 3.36 1.22 
Plan and develop applied research 143 3.78 1.17 
Plan and develop research with laboratories and 142 3.32 1.26 
or research centers 
Make decisions based on statistical results 140 4.42 0.73 
•Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
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Table 24. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having 
skills in the area of interpersonal relations as perceived by employers of 
agricxilturalists in Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Work in group 148 4.76 0.50 
Delegate responsibility 148 4.53 0.73 
Make decisions 147 4.82 0.45 
Solve conflicts 146 4.68 0.68 
Select, supervise and evaluate personnel 147 4.40 0.86 
Motivate and provide incentives to personnel 146 4.55 0.76 
Adapt to different job conditions 147 4.72 0.61 
Work without supervision 143 4.64 0.71 
Maintain a positive attitude towards the job 145 4.90 0.34 
*Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
English (x= 3.70, S.D.= 1.03), and the use of visual aids to help with information delivery 
(x= 3.83, S.D.= 1.20). Table 25 presents the detailed information regarding this important 
area. 
One of the last subjects considered in this research study were issues related to the 
importance of possessing skills to disseminate information to end-users. The respondents 
considered it was important for agriculturalists to be able to plan, organize and conduct 
activities related with extension work (x= 4.15, S.D.= 1.01), and to provide technical 
assistance (XF= 4.42, S.D.= 0.87). It was considered to be somewhat important for 
agriculturalists to be able to plan, organize and conduct activities related to rural 
development (x= 3.83, S.D.= 1.13). Table 26 presents the results regarding this area. 
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Table 25. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of having 
communication skills as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
(N=148) 
Specijfic knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Coromimicate written ideas effectively 148 4.65 0.60 
Write technical reports 147 4.48 0.71 
Comprehension of technical information written 145 4.49 0.76 
in Spanish 
Effective when communicating ideas verbally 148 4.66 0.57 
English reading comprehension 145 4.08 1.03 
Effective communication skills in English 142 3.70 1.10 
Use of visual aids to help deliver information 145 3.83 1.20 
Understand and follow instructions 146 4.52 0.66 
Train personnel 144 4.37 0.83 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Table 26. Means and standard deviations for ratings regarding the importance of skills 
needed to disseminate information as perceived by employers of agriculturalists in 
Costa Rica (N=148) 
Specific knowledge Valid cases Mean* S.D. 
Plan, organize and conduct extension activities 147 4.15 1.01 
Provide technical assistance 145 4.42 0.87 
Plan, organize and conduct rural development 145 3.83 1.13 
activities 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
Hiring process 
The researcher requested the respondent's perceptions of the methodology to be 
utilized during the hiring process. The categories, which were pre-established by the 
researcher, were: (1) personal interviews; (2) review of restmie and curriculum vitae; (3) 
telephone interviews; or (4)admiQistering a theoretical/practical exam. Of these methods. 
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144 (97.7%) of the respondents indicated that during the interview and hiring process, they 
preferred using a personal interview. The possibility that was least desirable was that of 
telephone interviews: 8 (5.4%) selecting this option. Table 27 presents the data. 
Another question addressed in the study regarded the importance of the completion of 
an internship associated with the candidate's academic program. In this regard, the 
respondents indicated the completion of an internship program would be considered to be an 
asset by the potential employer. Of the 148 respondents, 134 (90.5%) indicated that an 
internship would be important Only 8 (5.4%) indicated this activity would not impact the 
hiring process. Six (4.1%) individuals did not answer the question. Figure 10 presents the 
data. 
As indicated before, one of the objectives of this study was to gather information that 
would aid in the determination of the job market and potential job markets for Ingenieros 
Agronomos in Costa Rica. The members of the research population were asked how many 
agriculturalists the entity for which they were employed had hired in the last three years. In 
Table 27. Hiring processes used by potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
Specific knowledge Used Not used No response 
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
Personal interviews 144 97.3 — 4 2.7 
Reviewing of vitae 132 89.2 2 1.4 14 9.5 
Telephone interviews 8 5.4 59 39.9 81 54.7 
Theoretical and practical exams 30 20.3 46 31.1 72 48.6 
* Scale: 5 = very important; 1 = not important 
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•Yes it is important 
•No it is not important 
•Did not answer 
Figure 10. Respondents' perceptions regarding tiie importance of completion 
of an internship in association with academic preparation 
addition, they were asked in what areas (i.e., animal science, forestry, etc.) the agriculturalists 
had been hired. The respondents indicated the following two areas in which the majority of 
the employees were hired in the last three years: 83 indiAdduals were hired to provide 
technical assistance services and 82 were hired in agricultural production. The area in which 
the least number were hired was in forestry, with only 17 individuals being hired. The data 
gathered in this area were considered in association with the type of entity for which the 
respondents were employed (i.e., private, international or governmental) (Table 28). 
To further aid in the evaluation of the job market for future graduating 
agriculturalists, the respondents were asked to give a projection of how many professionals 
the entity for which they were employed planned to hire over the course of the two calendar 
years which followed the collection of data. To more fully consider the information, the data 
is presented in Table 29 not only with the raw numbers, but also by the type of entity for 
which the respondents were employed (i.e., private, governmental, international). In addition, 
the specific areas in which new agriculturalists were to have been employed is also presented. 
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Table 28. Number of agriculturalists hired in Costa Rica in the last three years by area of 
specialization 
Employment area Total Private Government International 
Agricultural production (plant) 82 57 6 19 
Animal prndnction 18 18 0 0 
Forestry 17 12 5 0 
Natural Resource management 22 17 4 1 
Agricultural engineering and 26 21 2 J 
mechanization 
Post-harvest crop management 32 23 5 4 
Food processing 32 26 2 4 
Sales 46 40 2 4 
Marketing 40 30 5 5 
Credit and finance 26 12 11 <-» J 
Research 57 40 10 7 
Training and extension 52 32 18 2 
Technical assistance 83 54 23 6 
Administration 65 51 6 8 
Data revealed that in the private sector, respondents indicated the intention to hire 54 
agriculturalists in the area of agricultural production. This number is followed by the 
intention by the governmental sector to hire 47 new employees to work in the area of 
technical assistance. Respondents identifying themselves as belonging to the international 
sector projected the hiring of 16 agriculturalists in the area of agricultural production. The 
areas which were determined to have the intentions of hiring the least number of 
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Table 29. Projections of the number of professionals that entities participating in the study in 
Costa Rica are planning to employ in the next two years and how many of those 
will be agriculturalists (N=148) 
Private Governmental International 
Employment area Total 1 Agric.^ Total ^  Agric. ~ Total ^  Agric. ^ 
Agricultural production (plant) 78 54 19 14 16 16 
Animal production 14 9 0 0 0 0 
Forestry 5 2 10 4 0 0 
Natural resource management 2 2 24 3 J 0 
Agricultural engineering and 12 7 0 0 2 0 
mechanization 
Post-harvest crop management 24 10 7 7 J 2 
Food processing 5 4 0 0 2 1 
Sales 55 32 0 0 0 0 
Marketing 24 23 26 11 2 2 
Credit and finance 2 1 14 12 0 0 
Research 23 20 5 J 4 2 
Training and extension 13 8 1 1 1 1 
Technical assistance 31 25 47 47 6 6 
Administration 19 7 10 10 2 0 
1 Total individuals projected to be employed 
2 Total agriculturalists projected to be employed 
^riculturalists were the areas of credit and finance in the private sector; extension in the 
governmental sector, and extension and food processing in the international sector. Each of 
these combined areas indicated they projected to hire only 1 agriculturalist in the two years 
following the collection of data. 
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION 
The main purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
Ingenieros Agronomos with the Licenciatura title, also referred to as Agriculturalists, as 
perceived by potential employers in agriculturally related businesses, governmental and non­
governmental agencies as well as the international development sector of Costa Rica. A 
secondary purpose of the study was to use this information in the curriculum review process 
at EARTH College. An additional purpose of this study was to develop a valid and reliable 
instrument that could serve as the basis for further research in other countries represented by 
the EARTH College student population. A list of countries represented by students at the 
EARTH College is found in Appendix B. 
The objectives of this study were fivefold: 
1. Identify technical skills required for employment in the agricultural sector as 
perceived by the individuals, businesses, and organizations which are considered to 
be potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. 
2. Identify knowledge required for employment in the agricultural sector as perceived by 
the individuals, businesses, and organizations which are considered to be potential 
employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. 
3. Identify specific information regarding skills and knowledge perceived as important 
by potential employers of EARTH graduates to be used in the College's on-going 
general curriculum review. 
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4. Identify information that will reflect specific areas of perceived importance in the 
agricultural sector of Costa Rica in order for the College administrators to identify 
subject specialty areas as senior year elective courses. 
5." Determine and verify the instrument validity in order to replicate this study in other 
countries in Latin America from which the EARTH College has students represented. 
Comprehensive Profile of the Potential Employers of Agriculturalists in Costa Rica 
In order to understand the agricultural employment sector, it is necessary to develop a 
profile of the individuals who are potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. For 
the purpose of this study, individuals who are considered potential employers in 
agriculturally related businesses, governmental and non-govermnental agencies as well as the 
international sector of Costa Rica, are referred to as potential employers of agriculturalists in 
Costa Rica. 
As indicated in Figure 1, the majority of the respondents were male (89.9%). This 
figure was considered to be normal and was not unexpected, since agriculture is still a 
traditionally male-dominated field in Latin America. The age of respondents was distributed 
evenly, with the percentages between the six age groups not varying over 10.1%. No one age 
group greatly exceeded another age group in size. It was not a surprise to find that 89.2% of 
the respondents' nationality was Costa Rican, followed by Venezuela (2.0%) as the second 
largest country represented, but with a great difference in percentage when compared to the 
Costa Rican group. Several countries did appear but none had more than one individual from 
the same country. 
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Analyzing the respondents' educational level it was noticed that they had a high level 
of education. It was considered to be a high level based on the fact that nearly 90% of the 
respondents had a university degree with either a bachelor's, licenciatura, master's or 
doctorate degree. Of these individuals, 71.6% received their degrees in Costa Rica, and 
24.3% obtained their degrees in a coxintry other than Costa Rica. Looking at these numbers, 
one can infer that a great majority of the respondents knew the Costa Rican educational 
system well since they went through it. However, another group has a different perspective 
of what an agriculturalist should be qualified to do because of their foreign perspective, since 
their degree was obtained firom a country other than Costa Rica. These data reinforce the 
premise that the potential employers who made up the respondents of this study were highly 
qualified and had a diverse educational background. 
The majority of the respondents (45.9%) had less than 6 years working with the entity 
they were representing. The remaining respondents had more experience working with the 
entity they were representing as they had worked between 6 and 20 years. When asked to 
identify their job responsibilities from a pre-established list, it was found that the respondents 
most frequently identified themselves as being a combination of a technician and an 
administrator (48%). Another 30.4% identified themselves as administrators and 18.2% as 
technicians. This means that a majority of the respondents did work in both areas, the 
technical and the administrative, which gave them a broader perspective of what was needed 
in both areas. 
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Entity profile 
The researcher considers that it is important to develop a profile of the entities that 
will be hiring agriculturalists in Costa Rica. This will help to understand the perceptions of 
the respondents of these entities regarding the skills and abihties needed by agricxilturalists 
who would be hired by them. 
Respondents were asked to define the type of entity they represented. A total of 73% 
of the respondents identified their entities as pertaining to the private sector, 16.2% were part 
of the governmental sector, and 10.1% were in the international sector. The high percentage 
of entities belonging to the private sector was not surprising. Costa Rica is a country where 
agriculture plays an important role in the Gross National Product (GNP). Production is in the 
hands of the private sector, with the governmental sector providing basically only technical 
assistance, which probably accounts for the low percentage in that sector. Another 
interpretation of these numbers is the fact that, similar to most countries, the agricultural 
sector is the one were there is less investment from the government, thus the private sector 
responds more to fill the void created by the government. 
When identifying the principal objective of their entity, 36.5% of the respondents 
selected production, followed very closely by 20% in marketing and distribution. These 
responses also indicate that most entities are mainly in the private sector. Rarely does the 
government have production as an objective; this is an objective that is located basically in 
the private sector of most countries that have a democratic political system. 
Respondents were asked to identify from a list of 12 activities, those activities that 
were imdertaken by their entities. As the activities were not mutually exclusive, respondents 
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were free to select more than one area in which their entity was active. The respondents had 
also the opportunity to add specific activities that were not listed. A total of 481 activities 
were selected by the respondents, with several additional categories arising that were not 
anticipated. The activity that was selected the most by the respondents was in the area of 
production (175). Agricultural production was selected by 91 respondents, with animal 
production by 25 respondents, vegetable production by 29 respondents, flower production by 
12 respondents, and ornamental production by 18 respondents. These numbers give more 
validity to the statements previously stated based on the type of entity (predominant private), 
and the type of activity (production as the most important). The results also provide valid 
information that the entities in the agricultural sector in Costa Rica undertake a variety of 
activities. Very few dedicate themselves to only one activity. 
Other information that gives insight into the type of entities that exist in the 
agricultural sector in Costa Rica was the number of years that the respondents had been 
active in agriculture. It can be seen that most of the entities (54%) participating in the study 
were less than 20 years old . This information reflects the views of Rachowiecki (1991) who 
stated that not until after the middle of the 19th century Costa Rica changed its agricxilture 
from being a subsistence agriculture to an agriculture dedicated to production and exports. It 
is logical, therefore, that most of the groups of this study are relatively yoimg entities in 
agriculture. 
Respondents were asked to define the size of the entities they represented. Raw data 
were collected and placed into five categories by the researcher. What was foimd is that the 
entities are either small, less than 25 persons (38.5%), or very large with more than a 100 
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persons (35%). It can be assumed this is a contrast between family-owned entities or trans­
national entities. 
Another issue regarding the profile of entities, was how they hired personnel. Most 
respondents indicated that it was through personal interviews and review of curriculum 
vitaes. This indicates the potential employer's interest in the agriculturalist's interpersonal 
and communication skills, as well as technical and practical skills. 
Perceptions of the Respondents Regarding the Importance of having 
Technical and Practical Agricultural Skills 
The main purpose of this smdy was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
agriculturalists as perceived by potential employers in agriculturally related businesses, 
governmental and non-governmental agencies as well as the international development sector 
in Costa Rica. To achieve these goals, respondents were asked to share their perceptions 
regarding skills and knowledge they perceived as important for an agriculturalist to possess. 
Respondents were asked to rate from 1 to 7 from a list of pre-established skills, with 7 being 
most important and 1 not important. The results of this rating showed that agricultural 
production was rated high by 97 of the respondents, followed in importance by post-harvest 
skills which 65 of the respondents rated moderately high. Food processing was rated as 
fourth by 23 of the respondents. Natural resource management was rated as third by 45 of 
the respondents, and agricultural engineering and mechanization by 31 respondents. Forestry 
was rated second by 32 respondents, and animal production was placed in first position by 65 
respondents. These results are supported by what Vinas-Romm (1996) analyzed in his paper 
presented in a workshop in Chile. His research highlights the importance of production. 
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post-harvest and food processing, in the future of Latin American agricultural development 
and the need to benefit consumers. 
The respondents were also asked to rate technical and practical skills they considered 
important for an agriculturalist to possess. The same scale was used (7 being important and 1 
being not important). A list of technical and practical skills was established by the 
researcher. Respondents considered it important that agriculturalists should be skilled in 
management, be skilled to work in the field, have good interpersonal skills and 
communication skills, and be able to disseminate information. The respondents rated 
moderately the use of computers, and analysis of quantitative and scientific information. 
Applying sustainable concepts was identified at the lowest priority when hiring an 
agriculturalist. A study conducted in Honduras by Moya, Jimenenez and Andrews (1996), 
concluded that of the 75 employment issues they were surveying regarding professional 
agriculturalists of the future, the first 11 skills were personal attributes, and the 6 following 
characteristics had to do with communication skills. Item 17 was a technical skill. 
Obviously, technical skills were not rated as important as personal skills. 
Perceptions of Specific Skills Needed by an Agricnltiiralist to be Employed 
A specific objective of this study was to identify technical skills required for 
employment in the agricultural sector, knowledge required for employment in the agricultural 
sector, and specific information regarding skills and knowledge needed by EARTH graduates 
that could be incorporated into EARTH'S ongoing general curriculum review process. This 
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infonnatioii was derived from the perceptions of the members of the research population who 
were defined as potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. 
Respondents were asked to rate on a scale of 5 to 1 (5 being important and I not being 
important) the technical skills needed by agricultural employers in Costa Rica. When asked 
about the areas in animal production, the respondents' perceptions were that it was not an 
important skill area. Another area that respondents were asked to give their perceptions was 
traditional and non-traditional crops. Respondents perceived it as somewhat important that 
agriculturalists be skilled in non-traditional crops. Knowledge in the area of medicinal plants 
was perceived to be less important. These results reflect current trends; there are not many 
entities who work with medicinal plants. In fact, this is an area that is primarily handled by 
small groups of women in rural communities. They are only beginning to enter the 
production, post-harvest and marketing arena. 
Forestry was another area that was considered. Respondents perceived forestry 
plantation management and greenhouse management as somewhat important In the area of 
natural resource management, soil conservation practices and soil and water management 
were considered to be important. 
Regarding the area of sustainabihty, respondents considered that it was important that 
agriculturalists know about producing while using technology that would reduce 
contamination. As an example of this, respondents were concemed that agriculturalists could 
properly manage pest control chemicals and be able to develop pest management systems. 
Up to this point, it is evident that potential employers are concemed in producing basically 
traditional and non-traditional crops. They are less interested in animal production. There is 
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also a concern regarding the way one produces. The current trend identified is to use 
sustainable practices that reduce contamination. A concem related with all of the above is 
soil and water management, and soil conservation practices that agriculturists should know 
about. The fact that Costa Rica is a pioneering country regarding sustainability and natural 
resource management could account for this general concem. 
Regarding the area of post-harvest management, an issue important for the 
respondents was that agriculturalists could identify systems wherein they could reduce 
product loss during the process of handling and transporting. In general, the area of food 
processing was considered as somewhat important. Respondents did not perceive this area to 
be of great importance. These responses could be based on the fact that, currently, employers 
are more concemed in the producing and selling of fresh products. They are not interested in 
processing products to be sold later at an added value. 
In the managerial area, respondents considered it important that an agriculturahst 
would be able to think and behave as a manager, manage and control budgets, and apply 
Total Quahty Management skills. A related area is that of computer science. Respondents 
considered it important that agriculturalists could manage basic computer programs, 
especially those packages developed for data management Another related area that was 
perceived important by the respondents was the one related to understanding, analyzing and 
making decisions based on statistical data. Based on this information, the agriculturalist that 
potential employers would be looking for is an individual who has a managerial outlook, has 
knowledge of computer technology, and can make decisions based on statistical results. 
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Respondents considered that interpersonal relations, all the issues presented in the 
questionnaire related to effective communication skills, and skills relating to the 
dissemination of information are important areas an agriculturalist should have. The 
responses revealed that respondents have a great interest in skills that are related to dealing 
with people, communicating effectively, and providing and disseminating information. This 
information is closely related to what is been proposed by FAO (1991). They stated that, if 
agriculturalists are the ones who have the information, they need to be able to deliver it to the 
ones—the farmers—^who are going to use it. 
Respondents also perceived a great interest in the agriculturalist having some work 
experience. This was manifested through their interest in having agriculturalists complete an 
internship program before starting a formal job. A great majority of the respondents (90.5%) 
indicated that having a mtemship program for agriculturalists was perceived as an important 
issue to be considered in Agricultural Education. This clearly indicates that previous 
experience is needed and highly valued by potential employers. 
Based on the resxilts of the study, a model was developed to create a system to enable 
curriculum developers to revise EARTH'S curriculum to include the needs and perceptions of 
potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. The model is presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
Ingenieros Agronomos with the Licenciatura title, referred to as agriculturalists, as perceived 
by potential employers in agriculturally related businesses, governmental and non­
governmental agencies as well as the intemational development sector of Costa Rica. A 
secondary purpose of the study was to use this information in the curriculum review process 
at EARTH College. 
An additional purpose of this study was to develop a valid and reliable instrument 
which may serve as the basis for further research in other countries represented by the 
EARTH College student population. For the purpose of this study, companies, organizations, 
institutions, and agencies that work in agriculture or agriculture related activities in Costa 
Rica and are also potential employers of agriculturalists, were defined as entities. 
Summary 
During 1990 the agricultural, forestry, fishery and mining sectors of Costa Rica, 
represented something between 10% and 15% added value to the region. A big change 
occurred in the region's added value. The change focused on the service sector becoming the 
top sector. A problem that this represents is that an economy based on services requires an 
important change in the structural production and consumer attitude towards products that 
come firom agriculture, forestry and related areas. The reality is that the agricultural sector is 
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going through a drastic change; for instance, the economic active population in 1975 was 
47.7% and in 1990 it dropped to 37.4% (Vinas-Rom^ 1996). 
On the other hand, according to Moreno (1993), Latin America's agriculture needs to 
achieve simultaneously the following objectives: find a point of equity, be sustainable, and be 
profitable and competitive. In his article Moreno mentioned that there are several ways of 
achieving these objectives, but he believed that enhancing the preparation and atdtude of new 
professionals in agriculture is a must in the entire process. The required changes at the 
institutional level, both public and private, will be attained only through individuals who are 
properly trained for the task (Moreno, 1993). 
Presently, there is a widespread difference between the education that is offered by 
institutions of higher education in Latin America in the agricultural sciences and the concrete 
needs of farmers (FAO & ALEAS, 1991). This is particularly true when it comes to the 
needs of small farmers. In the publication Educacion Agricola Superior en America Latino: 
sus problemasy desqfios (FAO & ALEAS, 1991), the authors state that colleges and 
universities are not meeting the needs of national and international companies which hire 
young professionals graduating from agricultural educational centers. 
This research study was descriptive in nature and employed the use of a survey 
instrument. The research population for this study was comprised of individuals who worked 
with entities (i.e., institutions, organizations, companies), that work in agriculture or 
agriculture related activities in Costa Rica, and are also potential employers of 
agriculturalists. 
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It was determined that a comprehensive listing of agricultural entities in Costa Rica 
did not exist. Thus it was necessary to conduct an extensive in-depth investigation which 
took approximately three months in order to identify the research population for this study. 
All valid institutions were included in the research population. 
The research instrument was developed based upon the research objectives and then 
reviewed by a select group of individuals who were knowledgeable in the subject area. Two 
questionnaires were distributed to each of the 149 valid entities included in the population, 
for a total of298 questionnaires. The number of usable questiormaires returned was 148, or 
49.5%. The majority of the data were collected between the end of June and July 1995. Data 
analysis was conducted using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). 
Major Findings 
The following are the major finding?; of this study: 
1. The majority of the respondents worked either at the administrative or technical level 
or a combination of both. 
2. Age was not a limiting factor to work at any of the entities, since it was found that 
there was a good spread of ages starting at 25 and below, all the way to 46 and above. 
No single age group greatly exceeded in number over another age group. 
3. The majority of the agriculturalists employed were Costa Rican (89.2%), but other 
nationalities were also represented at different entities and job levels. 
4. Most of the respondents possessed either a bachelors degree (33.8%) or a 
Licenciatura degree (33.8%), but all had at least a high school degree. 
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5. Most of the respondents were male (89.9%). 
6. There is a great diversity of the population regarding areas of specialization at the 
various entities consulted. 
7. The entities considered as potential employers of agriculturahsts in Costa Rica were 
categorized as follows: 73% in the private sector, 16.2% in the governmental sector 
and 10.1% in the international sector. 
8. The principal operation of the entities was production (36.5%), followed by 
marketing and distribution (20%). The remaining 43.5% was widely spread among 
different agricultural activities. 
9. The entities carried out a total of 481 different activities, even though most of the 
respondents identified their entities as having a specific objective. 
10. The respondents' selection process when hiring an agriculturalist was based on 
personal interviews and curriculum vitae. 
11. Agricultural production was the most important activity for the entities in the study. 
12. Animal production is not perceived as an important skill area an agriculturalist should 
posses. 
13. The area of medicinal plants was not considered as important in the view of 
traditional and non-traditional crops. 
14. The management of forestry plantations and greenhouse management were 
considered somewhat important skill. 
15. Among the natural resource management issues, soil management and conservation 
were considered important activities, as well as water management. 
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16. The use of technology that would reduce contamination dxjring production, and the 
proper management of chemicals in pest control, were considered as important skills 
E^culturalists should possess. 
17. The respondents considered that an agriculturalist should know about methods to 
reduce the loss of products during post-harvest, especially during their handling and 
transportation. 
18. In the management area, the respondents considered it important for an agriculturalist 
to think and behave as a manager, control budgets, and apply Total Quality 
Management skills. 
19. In the area of computer science, respondents considered that agriculturalists should be 
able to work with basic computer packages, especially those developed for data 
management. 
20. The ability to understand, analyze and make decisions based on statistical data was 
considered to be important 
21. Agriculturalists should possess interpersonal skills such as the ability to work in a 
group, to delegate functions to others, to make decisions, to solve conflicts, to select, 
supervise and motivate personnel, to adapt to diverse working conditions, to work 
without supervision, and to have a positive attitude towards the job. 
22. In the communications area the aspects considered to be important were: effective 
oral expression, writing of technical reports, reading technical information in Spanish, 
verbally expressing ideas effectively, comprehending technical information and being 
able to communicate effectively in English, usage of visual aids to facilitate the 
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communication process, understanding and following instructions, and personnel 
training. 
23. The abilities to disseminate information, plan and conduct extension activities, 
provide technical assistance, plan, organize and conduct rural development activities, 
were skills that an agriculturalist should possess. 
24. It was important for an agriculturalist to have work experience. This experience 
could be partially obtained through an internship program. 
25. Entities in this study were interested in an agriculturalist that is not a specialist, but 
rather a generalist with a strong knowledge in production, post-harvest management, 
food processing management skills, computer skills, interpersonal skills, good 
communication skills, and with the ability to adequately disseminate information. 
Conclusions 
The objectives of the study were to determine the knowledge and skills needed by 
agricuituraiists as perceived by potential employers, and to identify specific knowledge and 
skills that potential employers wish graduates to possess. The following conclusions were 
made based upon the major findings of this study: 
I. The educational background of the population and the fact that most of its members 
were working at the administrative and technical levels, provided highly qualified 
responses. The diverse working expertise of the participants provided the study with 
a variety of areas represented in agriculture. 
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2. Agriculture is still a male-oriented profession, even though the participation of 
women in agriculture is increasing. 
3. Even though the area of medicinal plants is exhibiting a great potential not only in 
Costa Rica but in the rest of the world, the respondents did not perceive it as 
important. This could be because the majority of the production is in the hands of 
organized rural women, and these women produce and sell their products either to 
transnational corporations or to industries that transform the product and sell it later. 
4. Costa Rica has established strong policies regarding the appropriate use of forest 
resources; however, the agricultural sector is either ignoring the policies or it is not 
interested in supporting them. 
5. On the other hand, other ecological issues such as contamination and the conservation 
of soil and water were perceived as important One could conclude that there is a 
sensivity regarding the appropriate use of land for agricultural purposes. 
6. Costa Rica's economy is based on agrictilture and one of the biggest challenges is to 
be competitive in the international market. A reflection of this is the importance 
given by the respondents to the fact that future graduates should have knowledge in 
the area of post-harvest management. There is a need to produce but also to export 
the products out of the country by meeting the standards consumers of other countries 
are demanding. 
7. The agricultural sector in Costa Rica is not only interested in producing, but also in 
the people who work and who are related to this sector. The responses regarding the 
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issues of Total Qxmlity Management, interpersonal skills and communication skills 
indicate a high demand for people skills. 
8. The agricultural sector in Costa Rica is interested in understanding and applying 
technology to its advantage. This trend is obvious in most aspects of modem life, and 
it is important to notice its growing influence in agriculture. 
9. The fact that the entities show a preference towards generalists in agriculture indicates 
the growing concem of society to produce well roimded individuals who will help 
Costa Rica survive in a global scheme to enter and be successful in the international 
marketplace. 
Recommendations 
Based upon findings and conclusions of this research study, the following 
recommendations were formulated: 
1. An analysis of the actual curriculum of all educational institutions in Costa Rica that 
are dedicated to prepare agriculturalists should be carried out in order to identify 
strengths and weaknesses of each individual program of study. In addition, there is a 
need to analyze the capacity of the institutions to offer the type of agriculturalist 
different entities need. 
2. Institutions dedicated to the preparation of agriculturalists at the bachelor and 
licenciatura degree level should have more of a generalist focus and move away from 
the practice of just graduating specialists in different areas of agriculture. 
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3. As they relate or the findings of this study, institutions dedicated to preparing 
agriculturalists should focus their programs of study in a number of areas that have 
been identified as important for potential employers of agriculturalists in Costa Rica. 
4. The profile of agriculturalists who could be hired by a potential Costa Rican employer 
should: 
a. Be a generalist, not a specialist; 
b. Have a well roimded knowledge of sustainability; 
c. Be practical; 
d. Have imowledge in forestry and natural resource management; 
e. Have knowledge in agricultural engineering and mechanization; 
f. Have research skills; 
g. Know about food processing; 
h. Think and behave as a manager; 
i. Have knowledge ofTotal Quality Management; 
j. Have good communication and interpersonal skills and be able to disseminate 
information effectively; 
k. Be up-to-date in computer basic skills; and 
1. Be able to understand, analyze and make decisions based on statistical data. 
5. The findings of this study should be disseminated in Costa Rica among all 
institutions, agencies, organizations that deal with agriculture and agricxilturalists, 
especially the ones that are preparing these individuals. 
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Recommendations for further study 
The following recommendations are made for further study: 
1. The data from this study should be further analyzed to reveal more information and 
findings that are based on the purpose and objectives of this study. 
2. The data from this study provide a basis for further research among institutions, 
organizations, companies, and agencies dedicated to agricultural higher education in 
Costa Rica. 
3. Similar research should be conducted in other Latin American countries in order to 
identify what is ciarrently being offered by agricultural education entities and what is 
needed by the agricultural sector, and also analyze if demands and preparations are 
synchronized. 
4. An area that was not covered in this study but would provide valuable information is 
the needs of farmers. If possible, a similar study should be conducted among farmers 
to identify their perceptions and specific needs. 
Recommendations for use of the research instrument 
First, the recommendations of the research instrument include a description of the 
systems that presently serve the college and could be incorporated in the use of the model 
(Figure 11); 
• A process promoting the school is carried out by either faculty members or graduates 
in each coimtry annually. 
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Countries and their Agriculture Sector 
with demands, needs and expectations ] 
Alumni Association in each country 1 
EARTH Faculty EARTH College 
Placement Office 
Internship Office 
Extemal Relations Office 
Continuing Education Program 
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Figure 11. Proposed model for curriculum and program review at EARTH College 
A selection process is conducted by faculty members in the countries where students 
have sent their application forms and have been pre-selected. 
EARTH College receives students from 17 to 20 countries annually. 
Aliunni Associations are in place in several countries, with the goal to have one such 
association in each country where EARTH has graduates. 
Professional agreements are made between faculty members and the agricultural 
sector of the countries from which EARTH receives students. 
The Placement Office and the Internship Office have established strong professional 
relationships with key entities in the 17 to 20 countries that serve EARTH'S students. 
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• The External Relations Office has good link^es with all the countries and entities in 
these countries. 
• There is a unit for Continuing Education, PEP, where professionals belonging to the 
agriculture sector from different countries meet to participate in training related to the 
sector. 
The activities that have been mentioned previously can be considered strengths of the 
system. These activities are conducted at different times and are now part of a systematic 
way of obtaining valid information regarding changes, needs and expectations of what is 
needed or perceived of importance for EARTH's graduates to posses before they return to 
their home countries and become part of the work force in the agricultural sector. 
The model suggests a way of systematizing all these activities in a manner that would 
provide a continuous flow of information, and a channel to replicate the smdy periodically in 
countries of interest to the college. The data gathered would provide the school with reliable 
information that could be used in the curriculum review process in order to adjust to changes 
in the Agricultural Sector, be currently informed of new trends, and prepare students in what 
the labor market is expecting of them. 
To implement the model the following procedures could be followed: 
1. There are 17 to 20 countries represented in our student population. These countries 
have Agricultural Sectors with their own characteristics, demands and needs, and also 
expectations. 
2. Each country's characteristics, needs and expectations in the agricultural sector will 
provide information to either the faculty and or alumni association. 
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3. The Alumni Association would be responsible of conducting the research periodically 
in country. 
4. EARTH College could conduct the research with graduates through the Alumni 
Association. 
5. When faculty travel to different countries they could organize activities where 
selected members of the agricultural sector, that have been previously selected with 
the help and expertise of the Internship and Placement program and also with the help 
of the EARTH External Relations Office; would be called upon, and the instrument 
would be applied to them. 
6. Potential employers of agriculturalists could be invited to participate in different types 
of activities at EARTH College, and during the visit the instrument could also be 
applied to them. 
7. EARTH College would have to establish the frequency it believed the research should 
be conducted in order to make adjustments to the curriculum. It would also have to 
be clear as to who was to be the target audience for this type of study. 
8. The information that is gathered through this research process will be an important 
element in the curriculum review process. It should be used to adjust the curricultmi 
to the needs of the Agricultural Sector of the country where the research was 
conducted. It will also prepare students for change. 
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Implications for agricultural education 
This study has provided data on a variety of subject matter areas related to what is 
important for entities that are potential employers of agriculturalists. Entities preparing 
agriculturalists have information that could help in planning and adjusting programs of study. 
This study enables a comparison of what is being offered and what is really needed. It is 
envisioned that the information from this study may serve as a basis to evaluate, adjust, adapt 
and improve the curriculimi according to real and practical needs of public, private and 
international entities so that the agricultural sector can be restructured and re-established in 
order to achieve its maximum potential. 
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APPENDIX A. UST OF COUNTRIES REPRESENTED BY STUDENTS 
AT EARTH COLLEGE 
EARTH College has a popuiation of approxiinately 400 students, originally hailing from 
17 different countries; 
1. Belize 
2. Bolivia 
3. Brazil 
4. Colombia 
5. Costa Rica 
6. Dominican Republic 
1. Ecuador 
8. Guatemala 
9. Honduras 
10. Mexico 
11. Nicaragua 
12. Panama 
13. Paraguay 
14. Peru 
15. El Salvador 
16. Uruguay 
17. Venezuela 
(the countries below were added recently) 
18. Puerto Rico 
19. Canada 
20. U.S.A. 
21. Spain 
APPENDIX B. MAP OF COSTA RICA 
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APPENDIX C. RESEARCH POPULATION 
1. Republic Tobacco Company 
2. Trisan 
3. Agro Pro Centre America SA. 
4. Bananera Las Marias S-A. 
5. Compana Agricola de Guacimo y Pocicf 
6. Compam'a Bananera La Indiana S.A. 
7. Compania Bananera de Maiina C.B.M.S~A. 
8. Corporacion PEP ASA S.A. 
9. Agroindustrias Rio Palacios S~A. 
10. BABACOL de Costa Rica S.A. 
11. BANACOL de Costa Rica S A. 
12. Harrigan Mix 
13. TemerinaSA. 
14. Zuimicos Holanda Costa Rica S.A. 
15. R.PA. de Costa Rica 
16. LAQUINSA 
17. SERACSA 
18. Distribuidora Agro Comercia SA. 
19. ROHNANDHASS 
20. Sandoz SA. 
21. VETAQUIMSA. 
22. Compania Costarricense del Cafe S A. 
23. ZENECA Agroquimicos 
24. CYANAMID de Costa Rica SA. 
25. ELFATOCHEN 
26. INDAGROS.A. 
27. MAGANAGROSA. 
28. FORQUINSA 
29. Agro Tico 
30. Agromart S.A. 
31. Agroquimica Industrial Rimac S A. 
32. B.C. Biotecnica Centroamericana S.A. 
33. Coperativa de Productores de Cafe y de Servicios Multiples de Naranjo R.L. 
34. Equipo de Ordeno Laser 
35. La Casa del Agricultor 
36. Linda Vista SA. 
37. CoopeMontecillo 
38. Fundacion Noetropica 
39. Desarrollo Rural Peninsular 
40. Distribuidora AJrovidas SA. 
41. Banco Intemacional de Costa Rica 
42. Banco Nacional 
43. Ingenio Taboga S.A. 
44. Proyecto C.E.E. ALA/89-21 Reordenamiento Agrario y Desarrolo Rural Integrado 
45. CINDE 
46. Rhone-Poulenc R.PA. de Costa Rica S A. 
47. Bananera Lomas de Serpe S A. 
48. Agrocosta "Agroquimicos DAF de Costa Rica" 
49. Direccion General Forestal 
50. Hortifiruit 
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51. Standard Fruit Company 
52. DEMASA 
53. Macadamia de Costa Rica 
54. Dow Blanco 
55. Geest Caribbean Americas Ltda. 
56. PINDECO 
57. BANDECO 
58. LaHUda 
59. Fem'lizantes de Centro America 
60. Irrigacion Centroamericana S A. 
61. H.Z. Purdy S.A. 
62. Compam'a Bananera D.G. Estrada SA. 
63. Exportaciones Prococo S A. 
64. Omamentales del cNorte S A. 
65. Planta de Interiores 
66. Omamentales Siempre Verbe SA. 
67. ASD de Costa Rica 
68. Coope Agropal R.L. 
69. Cabo Marzo SA. 
70. Agropecuaria Reyna S A. 
71. Alaplanta S.A. 
72. Femexport S A. 
73. Folliage Incorporated S A. 
74. Gmpo Costarricense de ganaderos SA. 
75. Hacienda Tempisque SA. 
76. Chiquita Branda 
77. Del Rio Flaores Tropicales 
78. Compam'a Bananera La EstreUa 
79. Frutas Tropicales Venecia S.A. 
80. Sabila Industrial S A. 
81. Programa Pocotsi 
82. FUCODES INFOCOOP 
83. Escuela Centroamericana de Ganaderia 
84. Asociacion Cooperativa Canadiense 
85. Convenio INFOCOOP-Swisscontac 
86. Pillar Intemacional S.A. 
87. La Chiquita Agropecuaria S A. 
88. Colegio de Ingenieros Agronomos 
89. TICO FRUIT 
90. UNIBAN 
91. Palma Tica 
92. Corporacion Bananera Nacional (CORBANA) 
93. PORTICO SA. 
94. Finca Privada Diversificada 
95. Finca Privada 
96. Finca Chicones S.A. 
97. American Flower Corp. S.A. 
98. Hacienda Ojo de Agua 
99. Asociacidn ANDAR 
100. CORICAFE SA. 
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101. Ganadera El Coyol S-A. 
102. Expoitadora de Cafe Toumon S A. 
103. Melones de Costa Rica 
104. Productos Roche SA. 
105. Corporaci6n Ricaflor S.A. 
106. Expo Rica Intemacioaal SA. 
107. Flores de Costa Rica Intemaciona il&M 
108. Rio Tapezco Ltda. 
109. Costairicense de Palmito SA. 
110. Melones del Pacifico SA. 
111. Quimicas Unidas Ltda. 
112. Corporacion S&M 
113. Finca Ganadera Los Maizoles 
114. Naturanja - Jugos Naturales 
115. Bianco Y Negro SA. 
116. Villa Ligia 
117. Flores del Izani S A. 
118. Porcina Americana S.A. Grupo Zeta 
119. Compam'a Continental SA. 
120. Asociacion Costarricense de DesarroUo 
121. Compania Bananera Adwtica Ltda. 
122. PIMA 
123. Exportadores Peters y Co. SA. 
124. Fnita Tica S A. 
125. Compam'a Bananera Bribri S.A. 
126. CECA SA. 
127. Coopertiva de Productores de Leche R.L. 
128. Universidad Nacional 
129. Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderia 
130. COOPEAGRI R.L. 
131. CIMMYT 
132. Finca Ganadera Rosemary 
133. FUNDECOR-TORESTAL 
134. SENARA 
135. Consejo Nacional de Produccidn 
136. Instimto de Desarrolo Agrario 
137. Proyecto de Oesarrollo Rural Integrado GNR-CEE/OSA.GOLFITO/NA 85-06 
138. Abonos Superiores SA. 
139. Oficina Nacional de Semillas 
140. Corporacion AlgQero 
141. Centro Agricola Contonal Mora 
142. ICAFE-MAG 
143. Centro de Investigaciones en Caf6 (CICAFE) 
144. Instimto del Cafi de Costa Rica 
145. Bayes de Costa Rica 
146. Bananera Canta Gallo SA. 
147. Cooperativa Agricika de Llano Grande de Cartago RX. 
148. Coope Indio ELL. 
149. Coope Cafira R.L. 
150. Cooperativa Agricola Industrial Victoria R.L. 
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151. Coopro Naranjo RX. 
152. Cooperativa de Caficultores de Tilaran R.L. 
153. Cooperativa de Caficultores de Jorco R.L. 
154. Tropical Rainbow 
155. Inversiones Agropecuarias Tarena S.A. 
156. Asociacion de Criadores de Ganado Holstein 
157. Hacienda Horizonte 
158. Hacienda Vieja Limitada 
159. Cafe Capris S.A. 
160. Agroforestal EI Ensayo SJV. 
161. Agricola Exportadora del Atlantico SJV. 
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APPENDIX D. COVER LETTER AND INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
IN SPANISH 
DIR/154-94 
Senora 
Patricia Alfaro 
Supervisora Dpco. Reclutamienco y Seleccion 
HORTIFRDTI S.A. 
Aparcado 5S-iaoo San Jose 
Escimada Senora Alfaro: 
Este es un eatxidio que estamos haciendo entre las empresas, 
instituciones y organ i zaciones que consideranos empleadores 
potenclales de futures Ingenieros AgrSnomos en Costa Rica. 
Queremos identificar las destrezcis, conocimientos y 
actitudes requeridas por entidades relacionaxlais con la 
agricultura, el medio ambiente y productores al momento de 
contratar a un profesional con el titulo de Ingeniero 
Agrfinorao con grado de Licenciatura. 
El objetivo de este estudio es conocer las necesidades del 
mercado lateral, y aai preparar a r.uescros estudiantes 
dentro de un marco realista y en frcinco proceso de 
desarrollo, que satisfaga las expectativas de sus futures 
empleadores. 
El prop6sito de esta carta es el de solicitaur su 
colai3oraci5n voluataria. Queremos que nos de su opinion en 
cuanto a los requisitos profesionales y ticnicos que 
en^resa, instituciones u organizaciones similcures a la que 
usted representa exigen al momento de contratar un Ingeniero 
Agr6nomo. ?aria ello hemos adjuntado dos copias de nuestro 
cuestionario; siendo £stas las herramientas principales para 
poder llevar a cabo nuestra investigaci6n. 
El cuestioncirio se contesta en 20 o 25 minutos 
aproximadamente. Estos deben ser respondidos por un miembro 
del personal administrativo {copia celeste) y 
OCOHA QC AfiflCSDWA 
E A R T H  
17 de enero de 199S 
Apanado 4UZ-1000. San Josl Coxa ffica Campur. Tei. (S06) 255-2000 / Fax (SOS) 2SS-2726 Sai J<s«: TeL (S06) 23-545* / Fax (506) 253-4597 
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un mleinbro del personal cecni.cc (copia amarillal de su 
enmresa. Apreclaxlanios que usced responda al cuesrionarxo 
del Srea que usced considere convenience. 
Si desea obcener infomacion sobre los resulcados de est:e 
esCudio, a_l final de cada cuescionasrio se ha dejado un 
espacio psura cue nos indique el norafare y direccion de los 
inceresados. De igual manera, si ciene comenCeurios con 
respecto al cuesrionario considSrese en coda libercad de 
incluirlos al final del misino. 
Ademas, esce sscudio conscicuirl la base de el escudio a 
nivel doctoral de la Ing. Xenia Ceville en la Oniversidad 
Bsracal de Iowa en los Esrados Unidos. 
Le agradecemos por su valiosa colaboraci6n; para faciliCctr 
su emrlo hetnos incluido un sobre con su respectiva 
eatampilla, para que nos sea remitido por correo. 
Jose A. Zaglul Ph.D 
Director General Profesora/Investigador 
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#_L22r3 
ENCDESTA PARA. IDENTIFICAR CONOOMIENTOS Y AFTITDDES 
BEQUERIDAS EN UN DfGENIERO AGRONOMO 
Le l>f^y pof ^ tKfwH frah^jn^ rm 
Wni-pr«inrnl Tiig^ ifiiwnii AgiAinmnc en Cntta Hina 
g| rU >«t« >« ri  ^«Wtft-w trw rfiwin'riiMiiitm y apwtmW >pig nna mpm/tnqTtneiiWnrggiifya>-«.i 
teqniBxe 9ie m bigeakro Agtonamo posea. a£ ser ooDtcaBdo. 
Tq f^ t^ lii«ijiiMTt..T»^ tTi»»«'r<-tnn«>t^  r-ntn mta •! mifM l»g incmifynriiiiig pm Cabe SC&dar qOC Ijl 
in&imaci&i (pie ae BOS brinde en ate cacsdomnsD seri manqada cte nsnera coafidendaL Adonis, qnennios 
iadiente qne Qcnar este cnesttanaiio no le toBuri mis de 20 a 30 amntos. 
SECCKHTI 
En g^ta *mmirtn pf^yiy^fafiing wm Kta (jg iruwutiiniwifrx fwyriCTS y SuS ICSpUCStaS de UZl 
mn»trarim'pottnirta?nos^iidaianaidentificarlasarea.piiQriariaaenlasqiiemIngetrieiDAgr6noniodefaeestarptepaiado 
paia nwpcnifer a las r nwijitivas dd nnplfadtrr. 
1 ii-|ii Wfjilj, prrnnrg lac <igiw>TTti-c 
nTTTTTMP Jlil'JS tfe amenlo al gndo de itmiwfTjiicna Piw fmtr M im prinrt«<»rf « c«rf« una Im 
acthrtdades abqo Estadas. 
Laescalaansar es de 1 a 7,'aendo 1 no prioritario 7 7 nmjr prioritaiio. 
PibdncTMn agriaila 
T»nm4iifriAii Jiimmt 
IrZwBDCdD^X IDKCKBL ,,  ,  , , , ,  ^^ i . . . . . .  u  
Mm^deteuimanalmales 
rugiiiiipii'j y iiiwjiii>»rmw jgrtffwh 
Mimqopas-oosediaddaiitivo. 
7 R«qiW«) 1-T1 rf tipn <te npmeim i<i> h wiiptiiM/m T^Tiiii 1bi/i iiowt i fjiii.ujita prinriee las riffmentes 
yrfnriiiaa m mn 
de las actividades afaajo Sstadas. 
La escaia a osar es de 1 a 7, sieodo 1 ao prioritario y 7 amy prioritario. 
Aplirar r» «II jhHiw twrti ii j i/pi cnhm 
de la rmprrg, I Jiinuiflij.aegDdo, fiiica.etc.denanaa empiesaiiaL.... 
AptitDdeacnaBtDlaslabarEsdBcampo 
Thn <fa en«npnt«f»nra<, mfiirmariiiiw rMnWatfua y i-iwiftfir» 
Rr<«rinnrs iiUapBumtrr. 
Capacidad de Rnmmtiranft. 
psusi discsixotar znfisnBacidcL 
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Por fever, opine sobre b anponanoB dc eada nno los conodmieniDS tcdriccVpiacticos y sptitndes (pe hemos lismdo 
eadannadc las areas ai ttumigiitii fti»ii«»iiijijra m rnjii'iiMjii Agrboonio. 
Lm escaU a usar en esta seceion cs de I a S, siendo 5 may importante y 1 no importante. Par &i>or de sa opinion cn 
cada ono de los items. Si considera impartante agregar otra categoria, coldqnda cn en d cspacto dado para 
wSale la importanda que nsted considera qne tiene. 
1. PradueaoK admal 
Conofgmwffos sobre; 
Gassdo pan came frmarin pai2 
Ganario paia dofale piuposico 
Pordoos 
Capiinos 
Ovinos 
Aves 
Cnistaccas 
Peces 
Otza. (espedSqDC y msnpe ta ]miiiaD)_ 
Produeaon agticola 
Conodmieiitos en: 
noes 
importante 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
no es 
nnportantc 
anzy 
unportante 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
•my 
unportante 
a. Cuitivos tradidosales: 
Hiottaiizas 
PbntBs 
Raices ymUrcnlos 
Fnoales 
rml l l l t l  
Otia (cqjedSqiie y mBipe an ofiiaso) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
b. Cuitivos no-^ radicionaies: 
Gianos 
Hbnalizas 
Plsntss 
Raices y aib6rcnias 
Ftutaies 
Oxnamentales 
Otia (opecifiqney m>Bqaesaaitaao)_ 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3. Producddn Fortstal 
Caparidad tedrico-prtoica para 
Manqar bosques naovos. 
Manc  ^pinnraciones figestaies. 
Mant^  viveros fbresaies. 
Otza («pcciCQue y narqoe m nftmew) 
noes 
importante 
I 
I 
1 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
mny 
importante 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
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PM'iwrtfa liar m npfniiii c»ihr» «•««<• mm Ar l«« itwn« (i> t« Ifaf hajn el ftM tfrwtfa. SI llllliltrr* anpnitaule 
ii«r«eateffar<k-eiiMaiid«eB.cigMaDd«ifan«rKOtr«Y«flileianiiD«m«iicij. 
4. Uaujo de reatrms /iimimfes 
Tener capaddad pan: 
Pftnrifirar su vso potenrral 
Tamsrdeczsianes sabred mancgo de desedus. 
P*»^nTilbr 
Desaiioflar tecBuas de consenradoB dc sudos. 
de Jiiiiliiwml 
Otni(especiiiqneyaasqBeisateBo) 
noes 
importante 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Qnxy 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5. IitgadeHaAgrieala 
Cdnodmientos sabre: 
Pim^lllirrinwpt tUXaiCS. 
iVbn^ de sueks y agnas. 
Vfaqirinariaagricntn 
TofogfaSa. 
Otra. (opedfiqiK y ann^ m mi 
noes 
tmportame 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
nmjr 
nnportaate 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Scsut^^Bdiui 
Capaddad para: 
PTr»4ni^ nwtnlw tlfemnw qiw tTWl(<«w j TW<nfir 
la contaniinacioo anxbicntaL 
Piodndr y iisar dxsBOS otginicos. 
Produdr sin d oso de agio-qiimiicas 
stntftims Qprodncd6a arganica). 
Otn (itprrifiqoeyinatqneBanniDBo) 
noes 
2 
2 
2 
2 
amy 
importante 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7. Mmqo poK-cosecka 
Estar prcparado para: 
00 es 
importame 
DesanoUar sistenas adecsados de erapaque de piodnctos. 
TVt-ii iwHay CTiit^iii»* 1^ 
Ideotificar sistcmas adecaados de manipuiaddn y 
ytranspoiteqqgdisnumiyaupqdidas. 
Otia(espedfi(iaeyaatqaeiiBiiuiiien} 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
amy 
importante 
5 
5 
5 
S 
8. Pncaaimattodeproductos 
Tener los conodmientos para: 
noes 
importante 
Analizar d valor agKguia dd pwv"*-""!!"!!!' de alimaitos. 12 3 4 
Wimnfirar nsos ateettativos paia pioduiAa. I 2 3 4 
Procesar alimnffm. 1 2. 3 4 
Otra(apect£qiicyiiiaiqoeiBiii£nieta) 12 3 4 
any 
importante 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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Rdiuf I tft ij^ r TTi ttpinMn tirftir *"** 'irr ''Tnt '* *^ 1** ***i" ** ttrm  ^S! csnsiden nnpottaote sgretar 
otr>e«iegorM.ailfiaiiei«tBdc«D«oQd«doD«niOtrivseB«iesaiinBortmd«. 
9. Miateja <fe maiiera eiriptesarial noes 
Capaddad pam tmportante 
TV g^wriltyy  ^
Ptamfirji ytW-MfTiJi 
P^KT^^MMTWIC fiwwqyfwy A* pfijyggtgS O dff ^ WTipr^m 
Pj^ r^pUfar 
bcoiporar los costts jiiilttritMtrs al inmar drrnfcmm. 
Pgwar y i-i'Mim Qjl CKOpICSaxn. 
Aduiiuisuai ycantrotardpregipiiegD. 
y ^plwpy ««i liM (jg rwiifatwttAii4 
/ypyp>gf» 
Cafidad Total e& SOS activicbdes. 
DeaarroUar piuyema Eco-wnprrariafiT 
Otia (cspedfiqneyaB^nanteKra) 
10. Apta(a) para plantficar jfo 
dessrranariasiiciiientes noes 
labores de campo importante 
y CQOservar sneios y agnas. 
Maaqar piagoicidas. 
nffcgarmllar 4c 
OpgarydarniantniMuiHKualaiMquinaraagrimla 
TTyyy nirf»i^lw y tfrwira^ prwienTngCT >4^ gmmal 
Fngffwilftr 
Manqar paamas. 
CoQsci&r iofisKStiuctnfss nmies. 
Rfaiizsr las iafaores win'mi iJig/ffiarrac (fe mta frnra 
Kfanqar sistenas de legiuios. 
TiiimiSnr y n-altTitr Tiyimrfnc y Tiimjrjc 
sdccoadas c& jumiljI 
Otxa (i-^ prf ifuineyummicm iiiiiir-u) 
IL Uso de con^ttttttdaras 
Capaririad parai 
Maaqar piogmnas faasmca de cnmpmanan. 
Usar dc mascjo de datos. 
^SpSE^^SmOC y 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
T 
noes 
inipoitaiite 
I 2 
I 2 
1 2 
amy 
unportame 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
any 
unpoTtante 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 " 5 
2 3 4 5 
may 
importante 
5 
5 
5 
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Recnerde dar sn opmidii fObrc cada ana de lot ftems de ia Hsta bajo d area tecnica. Si considera importaate agregar 
otra category col6qiie{a ea el espado dado nara Otra v sefialesn jmoortanda. 
12. Mane|a de infocBuoon 
cnaiitifatiray mafitaliva 
para estar en de: 
fftffi'pffipfjp w—wItaAig 
Axi&fi22r datos cstsdstxcos. 
Phnificar, otffBoozsff y ocncstss. 
PIsnt&ar y «^^'Tnnar iovestigicidn aplttada. 
Plamfiear y rfr«Ttnnar iiwmgarion 
eaJabanoariosy/ocenms expennmnles. 
Tomar fiwj«friii>» a dd (je datos. 
noes 
importante 
may 
importante 
+ 
4. 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
13. Rdaaema haeFpemmaia 
C ipiririttf para: 
Ttabqar ea gEupa 
Ddegar &ncioiics> 
Tomar dccisioncs. 
Resdver cooflicios. 
Sdecoooar, si^ervisar y evainar peisonaL 
Motivar e iuceutivar ai penonaL 
- Adaptaise a dtvosas contfidoncs de tisbq'o. 
Tnb^ar sin supervision. 
Mamaier nmacnmd poszova faada d nab^o. 
Otia (<' n* I ifff^pc y luflu^ue na 
noes 
importante 
amy 
unportante 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4. 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
14. Camiutiaiddn 
Capaadad para: 
Ertpresar efeutivaineme sas 
ideas per escnto. 
Escribir iufuuuea TrrniVim 
Compieaccdekctnniiccnicacnespanol. 
Expresar-verhalmrrttesns ideas coadarrrfari. 
rnmpn^nn Ht- trettmi Tmrin iti ingW 
Usar audio visuaies pant 
l2 CQQsnxicacxdii dc ideas e isfonnactoD. 
^3oDipTcodcr V segnir msttncaoDes. 
rapartrar y aiiieitrji peiaouaL 
Otn(eipedfiq[ae70sqoemaBiaen) 
00 es 
importante 
amy 
importante 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
5 
IS. Disamnacion de urfarmadan 
Capaddadpara: 
noes 
iniportiiite 
Planificar, mgjiiiMi y grmrar 
actividades de extension. 12 3 4 
Biinifar iwrffrnrria tecnica. 12 3 4 
Plaaificar,argai&zarygeaitar actividades dedesanoiloiuiaL 12 3 4 
Otra y mtrpf tin nVW..».n> 12 3 4 
nmy 
nnportante 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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SEcaoN a 
Desciipcioa de la. POT &vor cuiimtc todas las picj^miHs 
I. La. empresa/institBctdii/oifanizaaoa qne asted represcsta puede ser dasificada camo: (marque solo ana): 
1. Przvada 
2. Estaial 
3. 
4. Otro 
2. SegiSa la principai operaciiSn a la <ine se dedioi ia empresa/institncioii/orsanizacian qne usted repraenta, £sta se 
podra dasHicar como de (marqne sola una): 
1. Ptodncaon. — 
2.Mercaifcoydisnibucidn . 
5.Credaoyfinaia a 
4. Procesamieato <fc prodnctos— 
S ^Tfrm nyararmn r- niCTalarim rig wpiipl agrimta 
6. InvesiigadcayasisieBciateaiica 
7. DaarroUo agricolaycomnnitatia. 
8. E&xcacxon.„ — -
9. Otro 
3. ^ Es qne irea especffica opera la empresa/institnddn/orgafffnirioa que nsted representa?: (marqne todas las qne 
apJiqnen); 
Piodnccion agiiala 
PtodncciAi prmarfa. 
Producciaa faoiticaia 
ProducdondeonjaineBtalesdcftll^ c. 
Pioducdon de fiotes de cone — 
Venta. de agnx{aimicos 
CittfittJ agrimln 
Maqoisaiia agriwila (vara y/o rqntacion) 
Servidos de a^stgida frnn'tra 
rjpjc If m • iVm/Kftiira cnnn 
PtocesamieBlo de prodnctos dacnos, cinricos. &uias, vegetales. otns). 
Ejqjonadaadeprodnciosagricolasy/opeaiaiias 
Ot^  espedfijpie 
4. Ados de ezisxenca de la wT»pr>t«/TncritTirimi/nrgaiirT«/-i«n 
5. ^ Coantas personas apraxmadamente trafaajiB en actividades agricaias? (marqne solo una) 
1. menos de 25 peaaQas^_ 
2. de 26 a SO personas 
3.de51 a75 personas 
4. de 76 a 100 personas 
5. mas de 100 personas 
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£. EB ios Stnnos txts aSos hsgcelBsdiiseH igrieiiitui*, mimaHdotpgrlaeunifeM/nHtitiKtwiiftgfBMcMB qoe 
asted iqweaeim, baa sido rmpleito pint en et (fas) iFea(s) de(iiiarqnetodas tu qBeapBtfHB): 
grodurmon agricota 
ProducQOix 
Pmrfncring figrmal. 
Miugo dc cocmtQs roonalcs*. 
lymecantzKinagncoia 
Mm^pos-fflvriia ddcBteio 
PiocesinmatD de pradsctos agticoias 
Vdoas 
Meccadeo. 
CreditoyfiiHn/as, 
lavnngiiririn 
&etn«iiT/BfcTr3OTatfCaparirarim-
Asiflmriii tBaiici.. 
Aiftffiiiiicfiaiiiiw 
Otix (opedfi^K). 
T.Cdloqneallidadelae^ectafidtd jcaiBtiaproferioMtaeaetfaiiagrirolacontrTniiit cnnfmsratlosprdgmos 
das agasycii<iitosde«fflo»serialngeiaenisAgrtnomos?(«tfinierototjl parados igaspsratodsshs que tpffqnrn). 
Espenafidad Nnmero lugejiieros Agrtoomos 
Total 
Prodncnii^  agricnta 
Ptoduccion iiiinwF 
Produccion fiarwai 
Maaejo de lecnsas nannies 
lugoiieru y iiwi Jtitvaririn agmofa 
Aibngo post-cosecbaddcttitna. 
PuiccSiiiiiiriifn de prodnctDS agDCOlas. 
Ventas 
Metcatieo 
C x c d x t D V ,  ,  , ,  
Inv«%rigacion 
Fiftiii«irWFtfrimriiWC.a^»j< itJ« ii'«i 
Affffmria n^'ra 
A.lmiilini'jfi-Ai. 
OtnL (espedfi;iie)_ 
8. AiiiiainenCodesdeeciaiiarbisan(fidatQsparaai»pasic&uiac!efieiuiIabaeenparinediode(iiiarqiietodas(as 
queapSqnen): 
Si No 
Eauevisus penonafci 
Curricuiuni 
EXBdCQCS CB^CtCQfpRCtlCQS 
9. Algmas intrirTtrioaes de cdacacifa tknea eamo requisito qae antes «pie et wfiiifiiiife recflia sn tflnte de IneBiiern 
Acrbmniia, este defae reaficar on interTiado, pasantia o trabajo pre^nvfesiHial cn una eapresa. or^ aniacida o 
iiuiibiciua eatatal o prmda. Considera listed <{Be esio aynda at ecRiada at BMmento de conenrsar para im tnbajo? 
(s61o marque una) 
St No 
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sEcaoNin 
Pnrfevnrii»nii<fi- h< artfin/tarf bhnrat Eifa iu/Lniucion twA Btilgada pant 
aalisa eaadisncos gtobalesy setirui M liiiifiiie coafidendal; 
L^Ciuntn t&n tiene de trabajar para fat empresa/institBciaii/orgaiBzacua qne nsted representa? (aSas). 
2. 6CaaIasBareadetrab^enlaesipTesaAisttoc>6a/orsamEacmsqiierepRsaita?(iiiarqiie9AoBiu,laqiiein^or 
eonesponda) 
1. Aaaadminiatuauva. 
2. Areatecnka 
t ri.llIliH-l..|Vlll>fal«3TlfTWW 
4. Otra (espedSqae) 
3. Marqoesa fittfnw grado wauSeanat obtenido (marque soio mo): 
I R»^TTi-rfU 
2. Tecnico medio 
3. RarhfTTrr nnivwsitario. 
4. r II — 
5. Ai£Bcs^RaBH 
6. DocEorada 
4. Esped&dad de an nlrtmo grado acadimidi: 
5. Pats en diode reeibtd su tUtiina erado academico: 
6. So gtnei'o: MascnSso Faseatno 
7. Sn cdari-
8. Nadon^Qdad: 
SiestiioteresadoenlosresnitadosdeesteestaiSo, porizrarmdiiiDeelnoaibreydinccidsa b que delta que te scan 
enviados. Cnalqaier mnwiirai iu retacionado con el cnestionario o B deiea agrcgar alpnta otra i^ rmarMn, por 
Crror hijaio. 
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APPENDIX E. ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE COVER LETTER 
AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
October, 1994 
Dear Administrator and or Technician: 
This letter is in regards to a study we are doing which focuses on the businesses, institutions and 
organizations in Costa Rica which we consider to be potential employers of future Ingenieros 
Agronomos (Agriculturalists). We want to identify the skills, knowledge and abilities related to 
agriculture, farmers and the environment which entities that work in the agricultural sector 
consider to be important when hiring Ingenerio Agronomos graduating with the title of 
Licenciatura. 
The objective of this study is to assess the needs of the labor market in this area to be able to 
prepare our students within a realistic and progressive framework that will satisfy the 
expectations of the future employers of agriculturalists. 
The objective of this letter is to ask for your collaboration. We would like to know your opinion 
with regard to the professional and technical requiremeents that businesses, institutions and 
organizations such as the one you represent require when hiring an Ingeniero Agronomo. For 
this purpose we have attached two copies of a questioimaire which is the basis on which we will 
carry out our research on this subject. 
The questionnaire will take approximately 20 to 25 minutes to answer. One should be filled out 
by one member of your administrative staff and the other (the yellow copy) by a technical 
representative. We would appreciate it if you would fill out the questionnaire that you feel is 
appropriate. 
If you would like to receive information about the results of this study, please provide us with 
your name and address in the space provided at the end of the questionnaire. Also, if you have 
comments about the questionnaire, please feel free to include these also. 
Finally, we would like to let you know this research project will be the basis for a doctoral 
dissertation for Ing. Xenia Ceville at Iowa State University in the United States. 
We thank you for your valuable collaboration. We have invluded an addressed and stamped 
envelope for your convenience. 
Sincerely, 
Xenia Ceville 
Professor and Researcher 
Robert Martin, Ph.D. 
Professor and Researcher 
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SKILLS AKD X80HLSD6Z HEQUISED B7 COSTA SICAH 
AISiXCnLTORALISTS TO B5 HXBBD 
The purpose of this quesciorma t. re is to nl-rt-a \n your perceptions regarding sJciXXs 
and knowledge needed by Agricuicuraliscs to be hired by the entity you 
represent. 
Me have sent vou this questionnaire because the entity vou ore representing is 
considered to be a potential ec^loyer of future agricultural graduates in Costa 
R^ca. 
This queacionna• re has three sections, each section has instructic.-^ of how you 
should answer it. The information provided in chia questionnaire vill be 
handled wi^h confidentiality. It will taJce you 20 to 3Q itiimtes tc answer it. 
SECTIOSI I 
This section presents a list of zheorecical and practical skills and knowledge. 
Your responses as representative of a potentisii employer will help us identify 
priority areas in which aad Agriculturalists should have skills and knowledge in 
order to be hired. 
1. Based on you work experience please rate the iisportance you perceive of each 
of the skills and knowledge listed below when hiring aui Ingeniero Agfinomo with a 
I.icenciatura degree in the coopeuiy/institution/organisation you represent. 
tjae the rating scale o£ 7 to i with 7 being the highest priority an 1 the 
lowest. 
Agricultural Production 
Animal Production 
Forestry Production 
Natural resource managecient 
Agricultural Engineering and Enechanization 
Post-harvest mar-agcment 
rood processing 
2. Based on the type ot operation the cosnpany/institution/organization you 
represent, according to =he level of icmortance prioritise the following 
attitudes towards the following technical/practical areas listed bellow. The 
ratine should be on a scale frcs: 7 to 1, 7 being sost inportann and 1 not 
important. 
Applying theoretical and practical concepts of 
susraInability 
Use of management skills when nanaging a consiany, 
farm, business 
Skilled in filed related activities 
Use of computers, quantitative and scientific inf. 
Training good interpersonal relationships 
Bemonscrating good cotmaunication skills 
Demonstrating skills in disseminating infomacicn 
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Please give your perception regarding each of Che praccical/cheorecical 
Icnovledge and skills chac have been l:.5ced under each general area, when hiring 
arirt Agrictilruralisrs. The scale ia from I to 3, being noc imporcanr and 5 very 
important. At the esd of each group you will find a apace given for CfL'HriH. this 
is Lzi case there is a skill or knovlecge chat has not been listed and you which 
CO include and rank. 
Ar.ina I Prod:2Czlaa 
Knowledge abouc: 
HOC 
incorrant 
very 
itnpcrtant 
3eef cattle 1 2 3 4 5 
Milk cactle 2 2 4 a 
Milk osd beef catcle 1 2 3 4 5 
Swine 1 2 2 4 e 
Goacs z. 2 3 4 5 
Sheep's 2 3 4 5 
Poultry * 2 3 4 e 
Pish X 2 3 4 5 
Other 2 3 4 S 
Agriciilcure Produczicn naz V 
Knowledge about: iasortant i 
a. Traditional crops: 
Srains 1 2 3 4 5 
Horticulture X 2 3 4 s 
Medicinal Plants 1 2 3 4 5 
Soots and Tubers n 2 3 4 5 
Pruica X -> 3 4 5 
Cmnmensals 1 2 3 4 5 
Induscnal crops 1 2 3 4 5 
Cther 2 3 4 5 
b. Naa-tradicicnal crops 
Grains 2 3 4 S 
Horticulcure 2 3 4 5 
Medicinal Plants 1 2 3 4 S 
Roots and Tubers 1 1 3 4 < 
?ruita 1 2 3 4 5 
Cmazsentals M. 2 3 4 3 
Industrial crops y 2 3 4 S 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 
mpcrcanc 
roTsac^ Producrcion 
Theoretical atad praccicsLi 
ability cc: 
imoorcanc 
very 
importa; 
Manage native fores" 
Manage forescry 
plantations 
Kanage tonsstry 
greenhouses 
Other 
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Reaember co rank each of the items listed bellow and i£ you consider that m 
have noc listed an item and it is impoxtant please iselnde ic emd rank it also. 
4. Mscural resource oiasa^eaienc 
Be able to: 
not 
important 
Plan pocenslal use of it 1 2 3 4 
Make decisions about 
waste managenent 12 3 4 
Devel^ ecocurisD 
activities 12 3 4 
Develop soil eonserration 
techniques 12 3 4 
OiitfJuct scndies regarding 
enviroamental impact 12 3 4 
Other 12 3 4 
very 
iaportane 
S 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
AgricuZ ctzzal Bnginecrinff 
Knowledge about: 
aot 
importapt 
very 
i mportant 
Rural constructions 1 2 
Soils and water manageoent 1 2 
Agricultural equipiaenc 1 2 
T^iography 1 2 
Othez- 1 2 
Susrn i mthUi zy 
Ability to: 
aot 
important 
Produce using techniques that 
help reduce contamination 
Produce and use orgimic 
fertilizers 
Prodoce without nwi ng 
agro-chenlcals 
Other 
very 
{mportant 
Posc-harvest oanageaent 
Be prepared to: 
not 
important 
very 
important 
Develop adequate pacicing 
systems 1 
Develop eulequate storing systems 1 
Identify adequate systems that 
reduce product loss when 
handling 2aid transporting 1 
Other 1 
Food proeesaiBff 
Have the knowledge to 
be able co: 
Analyze the added value of 
processing food 
Identify alternative use for 
products 
Process food 
Other 
not 
important 
very 
is^ortant 
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Remember to rank each o£ she itena listed bellow and i£ you consider c^ac we 
have not listed an icen and ic is iaipoztanc please iaeJiirif it and rank it also. 
12. Cuemcicacive zuid qualitative 
information aanagoment, tc not 
be able tc: inportant 
Intezpret scaciatical results I 
Analyze scacistlcal data I 
Plan, organize and conduct 
•urveys 1 
Plan and develop applied reseaxch l 
Plan and develop research tor 
laboratory and research 
stations 1 
Make decisions based on data 
analysis 1 
Other 1 
very 
iamortant 
13 . rncerperaosal rela einin.Th 7 ps 
Ability CO: 
not 
inoortanc 
Hork in groups 
Delegate 
KsOce decisions 
Solve conflicts 
select, supervise and evaluate 
personnel 
Motivate and incentive personnel 
Adapt to di££erent work 
conditions 
Hork without supervision 
Maintain a positive attitude 
toward work 
Other 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
very 
iinportant 
5 
5 
5 
5 
14 . CmiiimnAcggieg 
Ability to: 
not 
important 
Express efiectiveiy vnritten ^deas 
Write technical reports 
Comprehend technical reports 
written in Spanish 
Sxpreas correctly ideas verbally 
Comprehend technical reports 
written in English 
Ccsaainicate effectively in 
Bnglish 
Ose correctly oC audio visual 
when uuuMunicating ideas 
Comprehend and follow instructions 
Ability to :rain personnel 
Other 
very 
iniportant 
1 2 3 4 5 
X 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
X 2 4 5 
X 2 3 4 5 
X 2 3 
-
5 
2 2 5 
X 2 2 4 5 
X 2 3 4 5 
X 2 3 4 3 
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Remeober co rank each a£ the iceios listed bellcw and If you consider thac we 
have not listed an item and it is impartast please include It and rank it also. 
15. Oissemiiutee infomcion 
Ability to: 
oot 
ioportant 
very 
unportasc 
Plan, oroanize aad conduct 
extension activities 
Provide cechnxcal assistance 
Plan, organize and conduce rural 
developaent activities 
SECTIOK II 
Description a£ the cnagany/buaineBB/Institution/organ -i '.aclon. Please answer all 
the ouestions. 
L. The busiaess/inscicucion/company/orgaiLizatioa thac you represent coiild be 
classi-ied as: (mark only one): 
1. Private 
2. Govpi .iijiimtal 
3. International 
4. Other 
2. According co the ujuiuany/i3ugi.ness/institution/oigacization principal 
operation, it could he classified as: (isark only one) ; 
1. Production 
2. Marketing and distribution 
2. Credit and finances 
4. Products processing 
5. Agricultural eqaipaent sales, repair. 
and installation 
5. Research and technical assistance 
7. Cutiiiiiiinity and agricultural deveioposent 
a. Education 
3• Indicate the specific operation area of the 
con^aity/business/institution/organization you represent. (nark all those that 
apply): 
.!4griculnir2l production 
Aniaial production 
Horticulture production 
Omaaental production 
Flower production 
Agro-chemical sales 
Agricultural credit 
Agricultural equipment <sales/repairi 
Technlcjil assistance services 
Training/Education 
Food processing 
Sxaert o£ agricultural and jTi-mai production products 
4. Yesirs of existence of the cos^emy/busineaa/iastitutlan/organlzatlon you 
represent. 
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5. Nuisber oc people is cijnmany/bimineag/iogei-tution/organisation ycu represent. 
worJciag in agricuicural accivicies. itnarfc only one) . 
X. leaa 25 peracsa 
2. 2e CO 50 persons 
3. 51 CO 75 persons 
4. CO a 100 persons 
5. tsore Chan a 100 persons 
S. Sn Che lasc chzee years graduaces from a^iculcural sciences enmloyed by 
cntrpany/laia'Tnrga/innti.tueiac/orgnniratias. you represent, have being hired co 
work in zhc areas at: (oeuric all chose chac apply) : 
Agrlcolcure production 
Aniasd. produccion 
Forescry produccion 
Hacural resource managesienc 
Agxiculcural Engineering and nechanizacion 
?osC-barvesC nanagement 
Sales 
Haztecing 
Credit and finance 
Research 
3xeension/fffhication/Traiaisg 
Technical assiscance 
Adreinia traticn 
Other 
7. Specify beside each specializacion che number of professionals che 
con^any/buainess/inscicucion/organizacion you represent plans to hire en Che 
coaiag two years. Of chose hired hov many will be Agriculturalists? 
Area o£ Specialieation. Total e^loyed i of Agzicnltaraliaba 
aq^loyed 
Agn.ctilture prcdnction 
Aniaal production 
Forescry produccioa 
ITatural resource manageiEenc 
Agricultural Engineering and 
mechanizatioa 
?csc-harvest nmnageoaeat. 
Sales 
Karlcecing 
Credit and finance 
Research 
Extension/Education/Training 
Technical asslsczmcs 
Afiminlstrae ion 
Other 
a. When hiring Che selection of che candidates is made ehrough using che 
following (mark all chat apply) ; 
yes no 
Personal interviews 
Curriculum Vicae 
Phone incerviewo 
Technical/Practical Bxams 
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9. Some Bducacioaal lascltuci-ons require rh/ie before a student graduate as an 
Agr2.cultuzaJ.iaca, they abould go tbrough an iateraahip pzogram in a buainaaa, 
organl-zacioa, goverainmral or gon-^uventiiipnra 7 ixistitucion. Do you concxdsr 
£tu.s a valuable practi.ce that would help a. graduate to obtals a ;Tob? (marie only 
one) 
YES JK 
sEcnoti II r 
Pleane euiswe? the following group of questiona, they will provide laforaation 
regarding your job responsibilities and help describe the respondent. The 
laforaacion provided in this sectioa will be traared as eosfideacial iaforasacion 
same as previous informaCLon provided by the respondent. 
1. Hov many years have yon workad with the 
grrmany/lsuslneas/^.astitut j.on/organA.zaticn you represent 1 years I . 
Z. Please 3iark your job area loark only one) : 
1. Adsiiniatrative area 
2. Technical area 
3. Combination of adainistrative and technical area 
4. Other 
2. Last degree obtained iiaarJc only one) ; 
1. High school degree _ 
2. Technical degree _ 
3. Bachelors degree 
4. Jlicenciatura _ 
5. Masters degree ~ 
«. Ph.2. 
4. Area of specialization of you last degree obtained 
5. Country in which you obtained your last degree 
S. Gender: Hale Female 
7. Age: 
a. Warionalicy: 
If you are interesced in the results of this study, please indicate naiae and 
address where the i::formacioc should be mailed whes available. Peel free to 
oaJce any conmentisl regarding the c^estiannaire or to include any additional 
information that feel is necessary. 
THRHICS FOR VCUR COOPERATION 
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APPENDIX F. ErtJMAN SUBJECTS CONSENT FORM 
Last Name o'? ?nnc-Qai Invesc:gaMr_ ienii 
. ' I~h»«*-PTT *•"- ^  awrf TTtrw 
The foUowiag are artadtwl (please dteck): 
a) purposftofaieinnn'ti 
b) tbenae of any ideatiSer codes (names; «'s).iiow Iter win be osed. and wbeaciisjrwiH be 
(eaoved (te Item 17) 
c) itmrttr nf yrm  ^iw H»H fwrpwtil inmillil m mv4 rll^ pl»<~ 
d) ifnnilii iblp.iogaoaoftbeaseatiixaTtty 
e) bow yoa will eBBit&p iiffitr niiilky 
0 iaaluuaiuiUImlgady.noce when «ad how yocwfllcopactaifajeaslaier 
^ pgfTf'fp"'*'*'' TT rpJMfft »iTf 
13. G CoBSBa fana Q£ iHiikatiirt) 
I-t.QLateraf jn|uuiaifarieamLii&om(i«'nrr»ringumiiiii;minnsQriimiuiiiiii» (jfappRnbtr) 
15.(7! 
16. Anriripaiert dates fcrcnmarTwiilniibjeca: 
First Camacr Last Cfimarr 
October 20, 1994 December 15, 1994 
Moah/O^rrYes Matt/Oiy/Yes' 
IT. If appiicabie: irf.mrr.i fmH tv>mw«iw^ ftnm mrnptfprl mi my ?inuiiii» inmrUnrmHin nr-vmil 
apes wis be eased: 
January 15. 1995 
Maoli / Osjr / Yor 
13. P JTijii [liny fUTTi—F T>jWi TTii^ui llliTtt wr >/«iii]'in\.i lliw Tmf 
19. IVnwm of die Knivegily HnminSiibieca Review Camaigee: 
2^^ Project ABpRjved _PiaieaNacApprevBd __No AcaonRcqmted 
Parric-ia M. Ke-ith 
Nanift oc r'ninmirTp^ Oxispcson Die ^ SignHBiB ofOuir\jriiuu 
GC:l/90 
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